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Abstract
The strategy of the National Security Agency (NSA) surveillance program is to
incorporate the private sector into the bulk data collection of customers information, yet
there is little legislative and judicial oversight. As a result, internet and
telecommunications companies participated, placing at risk protected privacy interests of
their customers. Using policy feedback theory and narrative policy framework as the
theoretical framework, the purpose of this qualitative, case study was to explore how the
federal government gains compliance of the internet and telecommunications industry to
engage in information sharing with NSA during post 9/11, 2001 terrorists’ attack.
Secondary data were collected about internet and telecommunications companies through
document analysis, corporate records, and credible news sources. These data were
compiled as raw data and developed into codes, which led to categories and eventually
developed into themes. Findings indicate that private companies participated for three
main reasons: first, an interest in preserving national security, second, they believed they
had limited or no liability, and third, profit-making. At the same time, the participants
expressed concerns that the government gained compliance via the use of coercion,
influence, and persuasion. The positive social change implication of this study includes
recommendations to public policy practitioners/evaluators that it is necessary to include
private sector analysis in a comprehensive review of public policy because interdependencies of the private-public sector guarantees effective public policy
implementation/ assessment.
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Chapter 1: Introduction the Study
The purpose of this research was to investigate how and why Internet and
telecommunications companies provide customer information to the government. I
explored the activities of the private sector in the National Security Agency (NSA)
surveillance programs. Snowden’s revelations that the government was secretly
collecting bulk data about Americans without adequate legislative and judicial oversight
has damaged the surveillance activities of the government. The private sector served as
conduits to the government surveillance programs that led to the discovery that AT&T
enhanced the ability of the NSA to spy on their customers’ Internet traffic (“AT&T
Helped NSA,” 2015). I explored whether the private sector willingly cooperated with the
government or whether they were forced to partake in the NSA surveillance programs.
This research might provide insights into the activities of the private sector
collaboration with the government on the NSA surveillance programs from the private
sector perspective. The research has the potential for social change in the sanctity of
communications and how people perceive the government using and having access to
communications. The private sector’s handling data might reveal the need for changes
and the way people evaluate public policy using the surveillance programs as the unit of
analysis. The research might provide insights into the influence of the private sector in
the implementation of public policy that might provide the basis for more scrutiny of the
tech companies’ activities regarding customers’ data management.
The major sections in Chapter 1 include the background of the study on why it is
essential to study the activities of the private sector in the NSA surveillance programs.
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The problem statement includes the motives of the private companies to secretly partake
in the NSA surveillance program. The purpose of the study is presented, and the research
questions are provided. The theoretical framework was the policy feedback theory and
narrative policy framework. The nature of the study was a qualitative case. I introduce the
operational definitions, assumptions, limitations, scope, and delimitations. The
significance of the study is presented to fill a gap to either include or exclude the private
sector in a holistic evaluation of public policies. The final section is a summary on the
main points of the chapter and with a transition to Chapter 2.
Background to the Problem
The nature of the NSA surveillance programs requires the government to collect
data on people to prevent terrorist attacks; however, some fear that the government has
the capabilities or has been secretly collecting data on people in the United States without
adequate legislative and judicial oversight. The U.S. Government can conduct
surveillance of people via the approval of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court
(FISA Court). However, the unconventional nature of the threats posed by terrorists with
disregard to conventional warfare, like 911 where terrorists attacked the World Trade
Center, led to the need to gather information regarding terrorist threats. This has created a
situation whereby the actions of the NSA have been considered as illegitimate because
they did not seek the approval of the FISA Court in all cases. The advancement in
technology for surveillance purposes might have rendered the legal oversight of the NSA
programs by the FISA Court to be obsolete, whereby the digital footprint of the people
can be easily acquired or traced.
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The extent, frequency, mode, and ease to which the government can perform
surveillance on people in the United States due to asymmetrical warfare and
technological advancement have shown the influence of the private sector as conduits of
government surveillance capabilities. However, few studies have been conducted on the
influence of the private sector in the NSA surveillance programs regarding their
involvement, capacity, and the ability of the tech companies to influence the NSA
surveillance programs. Bauerlein and Jeffrey (2016) contended that tech companies and
the NSA should be equally responsible for the problems associated with NSA
surveillance programs because they provided “back doors” to the NSA to have access to
their networks. Gross (2006) highlighted the dilemma faced by the tech companies in
turning over customers’ information that resulted in some companies like AT&T and
BellSouth complying while Qwest and “Baby Bell” did not. However, Van der Velden
(2015) explained that the NSA could access customers’ data from “leaky technology” via
technologies that can come close to the machines that customers use to acquire their
information without the NSA going through the tech companies. The purpose of this
research was to understand the activities and gauge the influence of the private sector in
the NSA surveillance programs to provide a better understanding of how the programs
work. This study is needed to understand how the federal government gained compliance
of the private sector to execute public policy and why the private sector abided by the
dictates of the government even when it is against their core values.
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Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this research was to determine the motive for private companies to
secretly participate in NSA surveillance programs without adequate judicial and
legislative oversight. Snowden’s revelations regarding the NSA secretly collecting
metadata of telephone records of U.S. citizens without judicial and legislative oversight
had economic, political, and social consequences with U. S. allies’ security of the
program (Landau, 2014). Daniel and Benjamin (2014) posited that the revelations will
hurt the United States’ relationship with allies, and it will discourage U.S. technology
firms from cooperating with the government. Thibodeau (2013) confirmed the backlash
to the NSA surveillance program in the form of U.S. cloud-based companies potentially
losing 10% to 20% of their foreign market, valued up to $35 billion, because of the fear
that they provided customers’ data to the U.S. government. However, Gellman and Soltan
(2014) confirmed that the NSA has the capabilities to store and retrieve data of phone
records of the people up to 1 month. Greenwald and MacAskill (2013) also confirmed the
ability of NSA to collect Internet data such as search history, e-mail contents, and live
chats via a program called Prism. Katyal and Caplan (2008) posited that the scope of the
NSA surveillance program infringes on the personal liberties of the people because they
did not seek the approval of the FISA Court in some instances. Leahy (2006) also
opposed the program because the FISA Court was instituted to check the excess powers
of the president to guide against precedents. On the other hand, Yoo (2014) defended the
program because the metadata only had the calling records with no contents of the phone
records, and e-mail intercepts were of non-U. S. citizens. Gonzales (2006) also affirmed
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that the program is lawful because it is the president’s constitutional authority to execute
war, which is required to keep the United States safe. However, there is a gap in the
existing literature on the influence and extent of the private sectors in the NSA’s
surveillance program and why the private companies willingly or unwillingly cooperated
with the government on the NSA surveillance program.
It is pertinent to study the motive of the private companies that secretly
participated in the NSA surveillance programs without adequate judicial and legislative
oversight. These companies are distancing themselves from the NSA surveillance
program, considering the backlash from personal liberties advocates and support from
security advocates after Snowden’s revelations that exposed the private sector for
gathering bulk data of their customers without adequate legislative and judicial oversight.
Kerner (2014) stated the U.S. Government threatened Yahoo with a $250,000 daily fine
for noncompliance with the NSA data mining program. Mark (2013) stated that a
complaint by a Verizon Wireless customer led to The American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU) filing a suit against the metadata collection program of the NSA. Apple filed a
transparency request to stop the government’s gag order against a FISA request of
customers’ records (Hustad, 2013). In this study, I investigated if the companies
cooperated with the government because of profit, if they were forced by the government,
or they believed in the activities of the NSA.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to understand how the federal government gained
compliance of the private sectors to execute public policy and why the private sector
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abided by the dictates of the government even if it was against their core values. The
results of the study can be used to explain the interplay of the private and the public
sectors in public policy by providing a better understanding of the dynamics of
private/public sector’s involvement in the public policy process. I conducted a qualitative
case study of the NSA Surveillance Program whereby congressional hearings, agency
records, corporate records, and news sources served as sources of data. Inferences were
drawn from these sources of data to determine the opinions and actions of these
organizations in the private sectors that were involved in the bulk data transfer of
customers’ information to the government via the NSA surveillance program. The
information would help to understand whether the instrument of coercion, persuasion, or
collaboration was applied to gain compliance.
Research Questions
1.

Why did the private Internet and telecommunications companies cooperate
with the NSA surveillance programs activities?

2.

How did the private Internet and telecommunications companies cooperate
with the government NSA surveillance programs?
Theoretical Framework

The theoretical basis for this study was the policy feedback theory and narrative
policy frameworks. Sabatier and Weible (2014) explained that the policy feedback theory
is about politics-policy interactions and the impacts of policy design on society. Its origin
is on the premise that historical political/policy precedents determine the new
politics/politics of the present. In the narrative policy framework, the emphasis is on
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adopting and rejecting policy output across space and time. According to the narrative
policy framework, policymaking is an attempt to appeal to audience beliefs rather than to
provide a balanced view on policy issues. I used the two theories to analyze private sector
activities in the NSA surveillance programs. Policy feedback theory was used to
understand NSA policy commitment due to political pressures made in the past, which
led to the creation of FISA Court that was established to curb the excesses of the
executive branch of government. The narrative policy framework was used to analyze the
divergent views regarding the benefits/ drawbacks of the NSA surveillance program. I
used these frameworks to explain how the proponents and opponents of the NSA
surveillance program are marketing or persuading people in the United States to appeal to
their audience beliefs.
The data obtained were used to analyze the themes of individual liberty and
security of the country to reflect policy feedback theory politics-policy interactions. I
explored the impact of NSA surveillance program in United States and how these
opposing views are marketing their perspectives about the NSA surveillance to justify
their positions. I will provide a detailed explanation of policy feedback theory and
narrative policy framework in Chapter 2.
Nature of The Study
This was a qualitative research, and it was the most appropriate for the research
because the information gathered from the sources of data was used to understand the
NSA surveillance programs. The data were analyzed to understand why and how these
private companies participated with the government to secretly gather information about
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their customers. A qualitative case study approach is applied to focus on a single unit of
study within a complex context (Rudestam & Newton, 2015). I chose a case study
approach because I intended to provide an extensive study of the NSA surveillance
programs, which is a single unit in the government complex espionage universe. The
complexities of the NSA surveillance programs include the ability of the NSA to get
phone records of the people (Gellman & Soltan, 2014). The ability of the NSA to retrieve
Internet records like search history and e-mail contents (Greenwald & MacAskill, 2013)
provided the basis for a study of the NSA surveillance programs within the context of the
inherent complexities of the programs. However, due to the sensitivity of the study with
security and legal implications, secondary data were applied to gather information from
credible sources such as congressional hearings, corporate records, and news sources.
Data analysis was done via coding and reducing the codes into themes and patterns to
answer the research questions, and Chapter 3 will provide further clarifications on the use
of case study approach.
Operational Definitions
Edward Snowden: A former employee(contractor) of the Central Intelligence
Agency who illegally leaked classified information about the NSA surveillance programs
(Berman, 2016).
FISA Court: The FISA Court is the federal court that is authorized to oversee and
approve surveillance requests in the United States (Jones,2013).
Meta data: Data that provides more information about an item and split into
categories of who, what, where, when, and how and leads to other materials. Hence, it is
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a comprehensive information that comes and leads to many materials and sources
(Woolcott, 2014).
MYSTIC: NSA surveillance voice interception program with retrospective
retrieval capability (Gellman & Soltan, 2014).
Prism: NSA surveillance program that has the capabilities to collect Internet data,
such as search history, e-mail contents, and live chats (Greenwald & MacAskill, 2013).
Assumptions, Limitations, Scope, and Delimitations
Assumptions
I assumed that I would get adequate data from congressional hearings, agency
records, and news sources regarding the NSA surveillance programs because the NSA
surveillance programs controversies are generating awareness and inquiries from all
stakeholders. I also assumed that secondary data would help to understand the
involvement of the private sector in the NSA surveillance programs because it would be
used to understand and determine the extent of the private sector participation in the
programs.
Limitations
The compilation of relevant data was difficult because it included multiple
sources of information. However, the concentration on the private sector participation in
the NSA surveillance programs allowed me the ability to extract the relevant information
from the aggregate data. The sensitive nature of the NSA surveillance programs that has
legal and political implications made it difficult to get adequate information regarding the
research. However, inferences were drawn from the sources of information to understand
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the operations, extent, frequency, and methods of the NSA surveillance programs and
relate it to the private sector involvement. The case study approach did not provide a
quantitative analysis of the NSA surveillance programs. Hence, the case study approach
only provided an in-depth understanding of NSA surveillance programs from the
perceptive of the private sector involvement in the programs. Reflexivity, which is the
conscious effort to explain a person’s biases, values, and experiences at the outset of
research, guaranteed the dependability of the research to minimize the influence of value
judgment.
Scope and Delimitations
The purpose of the research was to understand the activities of the private sector
in the NSA surveillance programs of the government by examining the motives of the
private companies in the program that secretly gathered bulk data of their customers
without adequate legislative and judicial oversight. Understanding the motive of the
private sector in the NSA surveillance programs might help to understand the extent of
collaboration between the public and the private sector in public policy. The boundaries
of the research were the study of congressional hearings, agency records, and news
sources to understand the activities of the private sector in the NSA surveillance
programs. The outcome of the research might be transferable to other public policies of
the government to understand the influence of the private sector in public policy.
Significance of the Study
Although numerous articles have been written about the NSA surveillance
program, there is a gap in the literature on the influence and extent of the private sectors
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in the NSA surveillance program and why the private companies willingly or unwillingly
cooperated with the government on the NSA surveillance program. This research might
explain whether to include or exclude the private sector in a holistic evaluation of public
policies. The results of the study might determine whether the private sector influences
public policy outcome or private sector only abide by the dictates of the government in
executing public policy. The study of the private sector participation in the NSA
surveillance program might provide insights into the relationship between the private and
public sector in public policy. Laureate International Universities (n.d.) defined positive
social change as “a deliberating process of creating and applying ideas, strategies, and
actions to promote the worth, dignity, and development of individuals, communities,
organizations, institutions, cultures, and societies” (p. 2). The study’s positive social
change implications include providing useful knowledge to public policy practitioners/
observers on how to incorporate private-public analysis for a comprehensive public
policy review. Also, it might also prevent unnecessary or inadequate appraisal of public
policy by incorporating or excluding private-public sector collaboration for a
comprehensive evaluation of public policy for better public policy performance.
Summary
The leaks by Snowden regarding the NSA surveillance programs have caused
controversy. Advocates for more security opine that the programs are needed to keep the
United States safe; however, advocates for individual liberty posit that the activities of
the NSA programs have to be curtailed to protect individual liberty. The leaks about the
NSA surveillance programs have shown the private sectors as conduits to which the
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government collects data, which has warranted the need to research the role of the private
sector in the NSA surveillance programs. Therefore, I intended to understand the motive
of the private companies in the NSA surveillance programs, with a view of understanding
the role of the private sector in public policy that might explain whether the private sector
should be included or excluded in public policy analysis.
In Chapter 2, I will provide more details about policy feedback theory and narrative
policy framework that served as the guide for the research. I will also outline existing
literature about the NSA surveillance programs.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
Introduction
The revelations of Snowden that the U.S. Government was secretly collecting
data of the people without adequate judicial and legislative oversight has created
problems for the private organizations involved in the NSA surveillance programs
because they operated contrary to their core value of protecting customers’ privacy. The
surveillance programs have warranted the need to understand the motive of the private
companies involved in the programs that secretly collected bulk data of their customers
and provided it to the government without their consent, nor adequate judicial and
legislative oversight. The results of this study might help to understand how the federal
government gained compliance of the private sector to execute public policy. I explored
why the private sector agreed to the directives of the government even when it is against
their core values.
Scholars have established the relevance of understanding the motive of the private
companies in the NSA surveillance programs because the revelations about the activities
of the NSA programs have led to contending schools of thoughts to justify or nullify the
need for the programs. Researchers have explained the economic, political, and social
negative consequences of the NSA surveillance programs and the extent to which the
government has the capabilities to retrieve and store data without citizen knowledge.
Scholars also attempted to provide a rationale for the private companies in providing their
customers’ information to the government due to the immunity granted that made the
companies comply with the directives; however, scholars have not provided a motive
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behind the private sector participation. Researchers have outlined the views of the NSA
surveillance programs, the negative consequences of the program, and the capacity of the
programs and the extent to data were examined. These studies formed the basis upon
which I used to understand the motive of the private sector to participate in the NSA
surveillance programs from the private sector perspective with the intent to understand
why they collaborated with the government without adequate legislative and judicial
oversight.
The major sections of this chapter include the literature search strategy that I
employed to get information regarding the NSA surveillance programs and an account of
the theoretical framework of policy feedback theory and narrative policy framework that
served as a guide to understand how to conduct the NSA surveillance programs research.
The third section of this chapter is about the NSA surveillance programs using current
literature, while the final section would be the summary and conclusions of the chapter.
Literature Search Strategy
The search strategy that I used for literature search included the use of keywords
Edward Snowden, NSA surveillance, and Prism. The primary database for the research
included the Thoreau Multi-Database Search. I made use of Academic Search Complete
link that contains peer-reviewed journals, conference papers, newspapers, and magazines.
The contemporaneous nature of the NSA surveillance programs made it imperative to
access newspapers and conference papers to keep me updated with current trends in NSA
surveillance programs. I also used Google Scholar Database to get articles about the NSA
surveillance programs.
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Theoretical Framework
The theoretical frameworks I used to guide the research were the policy feedback
theory and narrative policy framework. Theory is needed to understand any research
because it is used to describe abstract phenomena that occur under similar conditions. I
chose the policy feedback theory to understand previous public policy commitments that
allowed the NSA surveillance programs to be subjected to the oversight of the FISA
Court, and the narrative policy framework was used to analyze divergent views of
security and protection of individual liberty regarding NSA surveillance program.
The policy feedback theory is intended to link policy with long- term effects on
society. Sabatier and Weible (2014) traced its origin to scholars like Schattschneider
(1935), who posited that new policies create new politics. Esping-Anderson (1990) used a
historical analysis of welfare states to posit that the content and makeup of policies
determine political behavior. Skocpol (1992) explained that policies created at an earlier
time (Time 1) could reshape state capacities, social groups, political goals, and
capabilities at a later time (Time 2), and it could affect policy created at a later time
(Time 2). On the other hand, Sabatier and Weible explained the narrative policy
framework as the combination of the study of politics, coalitions, and policy change with
policy narratives and storytelling in politics, and then traced its origin to McBeth, Jones,
and Shanahan.
Policy Feedback Theory
Policy feedback theory is about historical institutionalism. According to policy
feedback theory, people establish a policy and allocate resources to a program in the past,
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and it defines the current structure of the present and it places an advantage of a group
over another. Sabatier and Weible (2014) used Mettler and Sorelle’s streams of policy
feedback inquiry to explain policy feedback theory. Sabatier and Weible explained that
public policy created at Time 1(past) is influenced by four major streams of what is the
meaning of citizenship, the form of government, power of groups, and policy agendas.
The meaning of citizenship explains the rights, duties, and obligations that the
government enforces in society, and the citizens’ response to the policy might influence
the membership and attitudes in the political community. The form of government opines
that policies established in the past shape public officials and their perception of what is
considered legitimate from the domain of the government. In the power of groups, public
policy or new legislation influences the likelihood of the formation of new groups in
response to the needs or nuances of the new legislation. Policy agendas and problem
definition are when public policy enacted in the past leads to how society comprehends
social problems; this generates public attention and governmental action because it
shapes the future conflict that might emanate from the policy. It might lead to coalitions
within the groups with one group having an advantage over another.
Policy feedback theory presupposes that a public policy enacted in the past
defines the meaning of citizenship in response to the nuances of the policy. It defines the
form of government and power of groups that exist after the establishment of the policy,
which leads to policy agenda and problem definition that will determine or influence
current public policy. Goss (2010) offered a multilevel model of feedback theory to
explain how public policy influences civil society via its contents, and it leads to
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advocacy groups that affect individual levels and its civic engagement. Goss opined that
the effects of public policy at the organizational level should not be viewed separately
from the individual level because the effects of public policy on civic society trickle
down to individuals who partake in groups, and individuals in the groups exact influences
on one another, which serves as feedback that influences policy design.
I chose the policy feedback theory in the research to understand how the past
policy of the NSA surveillance programs is influencing the current politics and policy of
the NSA surveillance programs. The theory relates to the NSA surveillance programs
because it explains how policy commitment of the past, which led to the creation of FISA
court, is having an impact on the current NSA surveillance programs debate. Politicspolicy interactions led to a creation of standard through FISA Court that guides the
activities of the NSA regarding the use of wiretaps, and the commitments to that standard
make it costly to deviate from getting warrants from FISA Court for wiretaps. The
establishment of FISA court in the past (Time 1) has shaped the state capacity for
surveillance. Also, it has created social groups like those that are advocating for more
security and those that are advocating for the protection of privacy with different political
goals and capabilities in the current (Time 2) that will shape the future policy on
surveillance. Therefore, the study of the activities of the private sector involvement in the
NSA surveillance program were analyzed based on the general principle of independent
ideas of policy feedback theory that the impacts of policy precedents influence the
politics of NSA surveillance programs. The policy feedback theory was used to
understand how and why the Internet and telecommunications companies provided their
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customers’ information, without adequate legislative and judicial oversight, when past
policies have identified the need for FISA Court to provide oversight.
Narrative Policy Framework
The narrative policy framework is used to influence policymaking by appealing to
the audience’s belief rather than presenting a clear presentation of balanced facts.
Sabatier and Weible (2014) explained four core elements of narrative policy framework.
The first element is the setting, which has to do with policy problems based on policy
contexts. It must also possess a character of a victim who was harmed and a villain who
wants to harm; it must possess a plot to establish relationships between the characters,
and it should possess morals to provide a policy solution. The narrative policy framework
is used to reinforce or oppose policy measures, and it equates to marketing or persuasion
based on appealing to the audience’s beliefs rather than on facts. Shanahan, Mcbeth, and
Hathaway (2011) explained that media policy narratives influence public opinion when
read to audiences with similar opinions.
I chose to use the narrative policy framework in the research to understand the
divergent ideological views regarding the NSA surveillance programs when advocates
promote the need to secure the United States against terrorists’ attacks, while opponents
emphasize the need to protect personal privacy and individual liberty. The divergent
views are marketing their positions/arguments to influence the publics’ preference
regarding the NSA surveillance program. I used the narrative policy framework to
identify how the divergent views held on the NSA surveillance programs and to
understand why the Internet and telecommunications companies provided their
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customers’ information to the government without adequate legislative and judicial
oversight. Yoo (2014) attempted to persuade people in the United States that the NSA
surveillance programs should be seen as legal because the unconventional nature of the
war against al Qaeda would not always require FISA Court warrant. That position is
playing on the U.S. audiences’ belief that the country needs all measures to prevent
another 9/11 terrorist attack, and the FISA Court might create a bottleneck that will
prevent swift actions against the terrorists.
Review of Literature
The literature review plays a role in research because it lays the foundation upon
which new ideas originate. Burkholder (2010) explained that the ability to critique a
study provides the strengths and limitations of the study, which helps to discover new
ideas regarding the study. Therefore, it is pertinent to trace the origin of the NSA
surveillance programs to generate new ideas.
History of Surveillance Programs
The NSA was established in 1952 as an independent agency under the
Department of Defense, with the responsibility of providing signal intelligence and
information security for the U.S. Government (Schindler, 2010). Pearlman (2010)
provided a mixed record of success of the NSA surveillance programs that was successful
during the Korean war when it was able to penetrate the North Korean army radio traffic,
while it was unsuccessful to penetrate the Soviet Union. Kirkus Reviews (2009) also
claimed that the NSA was able to break all codes of the North Korean military within 30
days. However, President Eisenhower heard about the death of Stalin over the newswire
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services and not via the intelligence community, which showed how the NSA was
unsuccessful with the Soviet Union. Schindler (2010) suggested that United States could
not penetrate the Soviet Union because of the Soviet spy, Bill Weisband, who
compromised the NSA in 1948 by leaking the operations of the NSA to the Soviets.
However, Kirkus identified the shift in the NSA from breaking codes and
communications interceptions to eavesdropping on citizens without a warrant. Due to the
revelations by Snowden regarding the activities of the NSA surveillance programs, there
is a need to understand the operations and effects of the programs on people in the United
States. Scholars who have studied the NSA surveillance programs have looked at the
topic from two ideological perspectives: adequate security of the country and the
protection of privacy. Researchers have focused on the negative consequences of the
NSA surveillance programs, the capacity of the NSA surveillance programs, and the
actions of the private companies in the NSA surveillance programs. Most of these
researchers have approached the NSA surveillance programs from their ideological point
of views and with conclusions often based on normative values and insufficient scientific
methodology. However, these studies have inadequate scientific methodology, and the
validity of their conclusions are less sacrosanct due to the influence of value judgment.
Advocates for the NSA Surveillance Programs
The advocates for the NSA surveillance are using legal, political, and
constitutional viewpoints to support the NSA surveillance programs. Yoo (2014)
provided the legal justification for the NSA surveillance program on the need to provide
adequate security for people in the United States against terrorists. Yoo emphasized that
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the NSA surveillance program was not illegal because the government only collected
telephone records or metadata but did not receive the content of the phone records
without judicial approval. Yoo explained that bulk data information is necessary for the
unconventional warfare in which the enemy combatants do not represent a territorial
sovereignty, population, or proper identification. It becomes necessary for the
government to respond to the unconventional warfare via the constitutional power of the
president as the commander-in-chief to execute war in cases of military hostilities. The
activities of the NSA do not violate the Fourth Amendment (the right of the people to be
secure against unreasonable searches without a warrant) because the president has the
wartime authority to protect the United States. Yoo opined that the judiciary is
inexperienced in conducting foreign intelligence, and the FISA cannot catch up with the
terrorists who change their e-mail addresses and telephone numbers. Yoo opined that the
NSA surveillance program is legal because of the “third party doctrine,” where the
customers willingly provided their information to the telecommunications companies and
the FISA court only requires probable cause of criminal activities to get metadata. The
FISA court should be needed only when the contents of the telephone conversations are
needed to make an arrest and for trial, and most of the data collected are that of non-U.S,
citizens or residents that do not receive Fourth Amendment protection. Gonzales (2006)
opined that the program is necessary and lawful because it provided the United States the
avenue to collect the necessary information on Qaeda’s plan against the country, and it
gives the president the constitutional authority to executive war, thereby securing the
safety of the United States.
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Critics of the NSA Surveillance Programs
The critics of the NSA programs also use legal, political, and constitutional
measures to fight against the programs. Anderson (2014) not only criticized the
operations of the illegality of the NSA surveillance program for collecting bulk data on
Americans, but also criticized the provisions of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act
Amendment Act (FAA) enacted in 2008 and renewed in 2012. After the revelations of
Snowden, the activities of the FAA were insufficient to protect privacy and individual
liberties. Anderson posited that Congress did not adequately protect the Fourth
Amendment because the law violates privacy and reduces the powers of the FISA court
as it abolished the methodological distinction between wiretapping lines and intercepting
radio waves which does not differentiate between domestic and international
surveillance. The new provision provides surveillance in three scenarios that include
targets that are non-U.S. citizens believed to be outside the United States, while the data
collection agency is U.S, based. The targets are U.S citizens who reside outside of the
United States, but the targeting agency collects data in the United States. The targets are
U.S. citizens outside of the United States, while the targeting agency collects data from
outside the United States. Anderson posited that these provisions do not provide adequate
judicial oversight. Anderson proposed that the Congress should narrow the scope of the
NSA surveillance program by strengthening the courts, the Congress, and independent
watchdog agencies to supervise the activities of the FISA and to provide clarity on what
constitutes reasonable suspicion.
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Leahy (2006) argued that the Congress did not authorize the presidential order of
President George Bush to confirm the legality of the surveillance programs because the
president has the power to execute wars but not to write them. Leahy further argued that
the wiretappings during President George Bush’s administration that did not pass through
the FISA Court were illegal. Leahy stated that the FISA court was established due to the
historical precedent of the illegal wiretap of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and President
Nixon’s illegality during the Watergate scandal. Katyal and Caplan (2008) posited that
the NSA surveillance programs infringed on the personal liberties of the people when
they did not seek the approval of the FISA court for wiretaps. Austin (2015) claimed that
the NSA surveillance went beyond privacy rights and it was against the rule of law.
Austin faulted the idea that approval via FISA court is enough because a program that is
lawful via statutory authority might still violate the rule of law.
The Activities of the Tech Companies and Effects of the NSA Surveillance Programs
The revelations by Snowden showed that the private tech companies participated in
the NSA surveillance programs, and some companies have signified that they were
compelled to execute the government directive. Rash (2013) stated that the tech
companies did not disclose the extent of collaboration with the government because the
governmental order also compelled them to maintain secrecy. However, Facebook
admitted that they provided the government with customer records and the content of
their Facebook communications, and Microsoft and Apple also admitted that they also
received a governmental order to provide customer information. The United Business
Media LLC (2006) wrote about class action lawsuit involving Mark Klein, a former
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employee of AT&T, when he stated that he was required to connect fiber optic circuits to
their customers’ private Internet-based data to a device that diverted the same data to a
room controlled by the NSA. I stopped reviewing here due to time constraints.
Daniel and Benjamin (2014) explained the consequences of Snowden’s
revelations about the NSA surveillance program like the Brazilian President, Rousseff,
claiming that the United States of America violated her fundamental human rights and
civil liberties. They informed that Snowden’s revelation had damaged U.S relations with
its allies which have angered and surprised allies’ public, and it has affected the United
States’ moral high ground on cybersecurity and internet governance. President Obama
instituted an independent group of experts to examine the damage, and the panel
recommended the end of the bulk collection of telephone metadata, and to restrict the
surveillance of foreign leaders. The panel also suggested that the telephone providers but
not the government should store the metadata of the customers. However, Snowden’s
revelations have threatened the U.S technology companies with their critics claiming they
voluntarily provided customer information to the government. These companies have
started to encrypt their services to distance themselves from the government. The
dilemma for the NSA is either to continue to keep their operations secret and hope there
will no longer be any leaks, or not to continue their operations in secret and become more
transparent to avoid leaks. Landau (2014) explained the negative consequence of
Snowden’s revelations about metadata and the PRISM programs of the NSA surveillance
programs which detailed how the U.S is spying on foreign countries and their leaders.
She stated that U.S companies providing cloud services are worried that they will lose
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many customers due to NSA surveillance programs, and European Parliament President
Martin Schulz warned that if Snowden’s revelations are correct, it will negatively affect
E.U-U.S relations.
The Capabilities of NSA Surveillance Programs
The NSA surveillance programs have shown that the government has enormous
capabilities to collect peoples’ data. Greenwald and MacAskill (2013) explained that the
NSA surveillance program called Prism program can access servers of companies like
Google, Apple, and Facebook. This program allows the government the ability to retrieve
materials such as search history, the content of an e-mail, file transfers, and live chats
from the companies directly. They stated that this program allows the NSA to retrieve
information from participants that live outside the United States and Americans who are
communicating with people outside the United States. They also explained that this
program compelled companies to provide the information to the government, and they
also have the capabilities to obtain targeted information without having to request from
the service providers. Microsoft joined the program in 2007, Yahoo in 2008, Facebook in
2009, YouTube in 2010, Skype and AOL in 2011, and Apple in 2012 which shows how
far reaching the operations of the NSA surveillance Prism program. Gellman and Soltan
(2014) asserted that the NSA has the capabilities to record 100% of a foreign country’s
telephone calls, rewind, and review conversation for a 30-day period. They informed that
the voice interception program with retrospective retrieval capability is called MYSTIC,
and it started in the year 2009 with a 30-day rolling buffer which allows it to clear the
oldest calls when the new ones arrive.
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Synthesis of The Literature
The NSA surveillance program is generating controversies between the
proponents and opponents of the program. Proponents of the NSA surveillance like, Yoo
(2014), justified the legality of the program based on the desire to keep America safe
after the 9/11 terrorist attack in the United States, which showed the unconventional
nature of the warfare that does not represent territorial sovereignty, population, and
identity. It becomes imperative for the government to create a metadata upon which all
telephone activities willingly provided to the private companies, (third party doctrine) can
be monitored because of the rapidly changing tactics of the terrorists who regularly
change their telephone numbers and email addresses. Metadata is an essential instrument
needed to monitor the activities of the terrorists, but the government should seek the
approval of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court when the contents of the
metadata are needed to be monitored for trial and prosecution. Gonzales (2006) also
supported the NSA program on the basis that the president has the constitutional power to
execute the NSA surveillance program during the wartime period.
On the other hand, scholars like Anderson (2014) opined that the NSA
surveillance program is illegal because it was illegally creating metadata of the people
without the approval of the FISA court. Anderson stated that metadata undermines the
privacy and individual liberties as promulgated by the Fourth Amendment (right of the
people to be secure against unreasonable searches without a warrant) as written in the
United States Constitution. Anderson posited that the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Act (2012) did not secure privacy because there is no distinction between wiretapping
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lines and intercepting radio waves and is subject to limited judicial scrutiny. Anderson
disagreed with the inadequate supervision of the new provisions of the Act that allows for
surveillance in three scenarios. He opined that target of non-U.S citizens believed to be
outside the United States, while the data collection agency is U.S based. The target of
U.S citizens outside the U.S but targeting agency collects data in U.S. And the target of
U.S citizens outside the U.S and targeting agency outside the U.S. Anderson
recommended that the government should narrow the scope of the surveillance program
by strengthening the ability of the Congress, courts, and establish independent watchdog
agency, to supervise the operations of the foreign intelligence Surveillance Act.
Leahy (2006) criticized the NSA surveillance programs based on the fact that it
went against the historical precedent of not passing through FISA court which was
instituted to curb the excesses of the executive branch of government. Katyal and Caplan
(2008) believed that NSA surveillance programs infringed on personal liberties. Austin
(2015) went further to opine that it is against the rule of law.
Irrespective of the differing schools of thought regarding the NSA surveillance
programs, it must be noted that both schools of thought agreed that there is the need to
have a surveillance program to keep America safe, but the extent of the surveillance
program is the difference between the divergent opinions. Rash (2013) suggested that the
companies were compelled by the government to keep the NSA surveillance programs as
secret. The United Business Media LLC (2006) gave an example of when an AT&T
employee was compelled to divert customers’ data to the NSA which confirmed that
these companies participated in the NSA surveillance programs. However, in the light of
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Snowden’s revelations, the NSA surveillance program is having negative effects on
United States relationship with allies. Daniel and Benjamin (2014) explained that the
negative consequences of Snowden’s revelations which have surprised and angered the
publics of allied countries has made the United States lose moral high ground in
cybersecurity and Internet governance. U.S technology companies have been accused by
critics that they willingly collaborated with the government to provide customers’
information, and this has resulted in them to encrypt their services to show that they did
not voluntarily cooperate with the government to provide customer information. Landau
(2014) explained that the NSA surveillance programs are damaging to the United States
Cloud-based companies. However, Greenwald and MacAskill (2013) explained the
capacity of the NSA surveillance programs via PRISM, can access the servers of the
private companies.
Gellman and Soltan (2014) also explained the capacity of NSA surveillance
program to record 100% of the foreign call via the program called MYSTIC, which
signifies how enormous and far-reaching of the NSA surveillance programs are. Based on
the analyses of the literature, one can understand that the private companies play a pivotal
role in the provision of the government with customer information. However, there is a
gap in the existing literature that explains the role of the private sector in the NSA
surveillance program because all the companies that were involved in the NSA
surveillance programs started to openly distance themselves from the program after the
revelations of Snowden. The gap in the identified literature is that they have not
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explained the role of the private companies as the conduit for providing customer
information to the government.
This research would attempt to understand the motive of the private companies in
the NSA surveillance programs, whether they were coerced to cooperate with the
government, or they cooperated for financial motivation, or they voluntarily cooperated
with the programs because they believed in the programs and decided to keep the
programs secret. I hope that the findings in the proposed research might explain the role
of the private sector in public policy. Whether to incorporate the involvement of the
private sector in the comprehensive evaluation of public policy because of their enormous
influence on public policy, or they are just instruments of enforcement of public policy
by the government.
The literature has shown that the private companies participated in the NSA
surveillance programs, and the programs can access the data that the private companies
possess. The literature has led to the need to answer the research questions of why did
the private Internet and telecommunications companies cooperate with the NSA
surveillance programs activities and how did the private internet and telecommunications
companies cooperate with the government NSA surveillance programs? The literature
review has shown that the private companies serve as conduits for the execution of the
NSA surveillance programs, and these companies have customer information in their
databases which gave the NSA the opportunity to be able to retrieve the information
without the consent of their customers. The nature of the research questions has shown
that the appropriate method of getting the answers to the research questions should be via
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a qualitative research method because the inquiry seeks to understand how and why
regarding the NSA surveillance programs. The qualitative research method would
provide answers from multiple sources of information regarding the NSA surveillance
programs from the private sector perspective, and a case study approach would be
appropriate because it would provide direction to concentrate on the activities of the NSA
surveillance programs solely.
Summary and Conclusions
The literature review showed contending views from two different ideological
spectrums regarding the activities of the NSA surveillance programs. Advocates of the
NSA surveillance programs believe that the program is legitimate and it is needed to keep
American safe, while critics of the programs are of the opinion that it contravenes privacy
rights when data of Americans are collected without adequate legislative and judicial
oversight. The literature also explained the activities of the tech companies regarding
their customer data and the NSA surveillance programs, the negative effects of the NSA
surveillance programs to their companies and the country, and the capabilities of the NSA
to be able to collect our data without our consent secretly. The literature has been able to
confirm the existence of a secret NSA surveillance programs that have the capacity and
indeed collected massive data of the people without adequate legislative and judicial
oversight, and the private sector served as conduits when they provided the data to the
NSA. However, the literature could not explain why the private companies participated in
the NSA surveillance programs without adequate judicial legislative and judicial
oversight when they understand that it is against their core values. This research might
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fill in the gap to understand the role of the private companies as conduits for providing
customer information to the government with a view to understanding the motive of the
private companies in the NSA surveillance programs. It is hoped that the findings might
explain the role of the private sector in public policy. A qualitative research method
would be used to analyze the activities of the private sector in the NSA surveillance
programs, and the case study approach would be used to provide an in-depth
understanding of the program in Chapter 3
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Chapter 3: Research Method
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to understand how the federal government gained
compliance of the private sectors to agree to execute public policy and why the private
sector abided by the dictates of the government even if it was against their core values. I
explained the interplay of the private and the public sectors in public policy by providing
a better understanding of the dynamic of private/public sector involvement in the public
policy process. In this chapter, I explain how I executed the research. I outline the role of
the researcher, the methodology employed, instrumentation for data collection, data
analysis, ethical procedures, and a summary of the chapter.
The Role of the Researcher
The research questions of the research were the following:
1.

Why did the private Internet and telecommunications companies cooperate
with the NSA surveillance programs activities?

2.

How did the private Internet and telecommunications companies cooperate
with the Government NSA surveillance programs?

The central purpose of the study was to explore the motive of the private
companies that participated in the NSA surveillance programs to understand why the
private companies cooperated with the government when it was against their core values.
Therefore, I intended to conduct the research via a qualitative method to understand the
how and why of the research. The qualitative method is exploratory, and researchers use
it to understand a phenomenon from the perspectives of those who directly participated or
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who were affected by the phenomenon. Creswell (2009) stated, “qualitative research is a
means for exploring and understanding the meaning individuals or groups ascribe to a
social or human problem” (p. 232). I sought to understand the opinions of the
telecommunications and Internet companies of the clandestine surveillance programs of
the NSA by exploring their perspectives and opinions about the programs.
In conducting this research, I gathered qualitative data from congressional hearings,
agency records, corporate records, and news sources. I also determined how to conduct
the research approach, the sources of data, and methods of data collection. Hence, the
outcome and the credibility of the research was dependent on my ability to successfully
conduct qualitative research. My intention was to be professional and objective in the
way information was gathered and interpreted from multiple sources. The sources of data
were secondary, which makes it unlikely that I would influence the result because the
data are already established and vetted. I am neutral in the debate regarding the NSA
surveillance programs because I belong to neither school of thoughts that proposes more
security for the country or for the protection of personal privacy. Although I currently
work in the telecommunications industry, I conducted the research from the public policy
perspective that does not provide any conflict with my profession, nor has anything to do
with my work environment. I minimized biases via adherence to the tenets of qualitative
research by applying scientific methodology to explore the activities of the private sector
in the NSA surveillance programs.
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Research Methodology
Creswell (2009) provided the characteristics of the qualitative research method to
include a natural setting where the researcher gathers data and the researcher as a key
instrument who personally collects data. The use of multiple sources of data like
interviews, observations, and documents lead to inductive data analysis that involves
building a pattern of data from the bottom up. The researcher learns from the participants
involved in the research, whereby the theoretical lens is used to understand the object or
phenomenon under research. The scholar uses interpretative inquiry based on the
researcher’s background, history, contexts, and prior understanding, and researcher
develops a holistic account from different perspectives. The qualitative research method
is designed to understand how and why of a research question because it uses research
techniques like field notes, pilot studies, document analysis, observation strategies,
interviewing, focus groups, questionnaires, and journaling to understanding phenomena. I
chose qualitative research because I wished to understand how and why Internet and
telecommunications companies provided customer information to the government.
Creswell (2013) explained that the sample size in qualitative research is
determined not only to study a few sites or individuals but to also collect extensive data
about each site or individual. Miles, Huberman, and Saldana (2014) stated that qualitative
researchers often use small sample sizes based on context and in-depth analysis that is
purposive rather than random. The sample size in a qualitative research should be small
and purposive because the data gathered are not used to generalize but to elucidate
information from the human subjects who have lived through or are associated with a
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phenomenon. The necessary sample size to generate meaningful qualitative data can be
determined by defining the aspect of a phenomenon a researcher wants to investigate and
the need to define the conceptual framework that will help to explain or qualify the basic
process of the study (Miles et al., 2014). The sources of data for this study included
document analysis of congressional hearings, agency records, corporate records, and
news sources from the perspective of the private sector about the NSA surveillance
programs. The multiple sources of data provided meaningful and in-depth data that
explained the corporate organizations’ opinions regarding the NSA surveillance
programs.
Research Design
A case study provides a detailed explanation of the development or analysis of an
event/events, person/group of persons, or situation/situations over a period. Yin (2014)
explained that case studies are preferred strategies to understanding how or why of a
research questions, and when a researcher has little control over the events and with focus
on contemporaneous events with real-life consequences. Yin explained that research
questions with how and why provides operational links that can be traced over time rather
than mere frequencies or incidence. Case studies are used to investigate such questions
because they are more exploratory in understanding the history and intricacies of such
research inquiries. Yin stated that case studies are preferred when investigating
contemporary events that the researcher cannot manipulate because it relies on multiple
sources of information such as documents, artifacts, interviews, and observations. I chose
a case study for the study of NSA surveillance programs because it involves the use of
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research question of how and why the Internet and telecommunications provide customer
information to the government. I cannot easily manipulate the research findings because
it involves multiple sources of data that includes congressional hearings, agency records,
corporate records, and news sources. Finally, the NSA surveillance program is a
contemporaneous topic with real-life implications on the manner in which
communications are handled in the United States.
I chose a case study design because it provided an in-depth understanding of the
programs. The case study was not used as a teaching mechanism to explain or serve a
particular purpose towards the understanding of a particular phenomenon, but it was used
to gather information about the NSA surveillance programs. Creswell (2013) outlined the
defining features of a case study to include an identification of a case. An in-depth
understanding of a case, a description of a case, issues might be organized in chronology
by the researcher, and the researcher’s conclusion are informed by the overall meaning
derived from the case. An inquiry into the activities of the NSA surveillance programs
should be studied via the use of a case study approach because I identified the NSA
surveillance programs as a specific case. It is unique, as I wished to describe an in-depth
understanding of the programs, organized the case from the era of President George
Bush’s administration, and to provide an informed conclusion based on the overall
information gotten from the conduct of the research. The quality of the data sources is
paramount to the success of the research. Congressional hearings from legislative
oversight, agency records on the formal corporate opinion about the programs, and the
news sources provided investigative data about the NSA surveillance programs.
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Yin (2014) explained that an explanatory, single case study with competing
explanations of the same set of events could be applied to other situations. The study of
the NSA surveillance programs, which was a single case study with competing
viewpoints, was used to understand the NSA surveillance programs’ private-public
governmental policy that might serve as a blueprint for a broad understanding of all
private-public governmental policies.
I applied purposeful sampling strategy, whereby the information that was
acquired from the multiple sources was geared towards understanding the private sector
involvement in the NSA surveillance programs. The type of sampling used was based on
the maximum variation, whereby diverse variations of information sources and
conclusions were selected based on characteristics that signifies the
influence/involvement of the Internet and telecommunications companies in the NSA
surveillance programs. The criteria I employed to determine the sources of information
were maximum variation to reflect diverse aspects of the NSA surveillance programs like
Prism and MYSTIC programs and diverse points of view to reflect the corporate
decisions of the Internet and telecommunications companies. Congressional reports were
used to get the official position of the Internet and telecommunications companies. The
official corporate records were also designed to provide a reliable source of information,
while news sources were designed to provide investigative information regarding the
NSA surveillance programs. The point of data saturation was determined when data
collected from multiple sources were trending towards the same or similar conclusions. I
stopped reviewing here due to time constraints.
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Data Collection
The instrument of data collection was designed to be in three phases, and the first
phase was to be via the minutes of congressional hearings, and other public documents.
The information acquired from congressional hearings (such as, House Judiciary
Committee Report and Senate Judiciary Committee Report) was to lay the data
foundation for the research because these are legally binding documents through which
the private sector executives were mandated or subpoenaed to provide official positions
about their companies regarding the NSA surveillance programs. The second phase of
data collection designed was to be the official corporate records of some of the identified
companies and published records of the identified organizations. The data obtained from
the corporate records (such as, press releases and official statements by executives of
identified companies) was designed to be used to complement the congressional hearings
to capture other NSA surveillance programs activities that might not be the focus of
congressional hearings. The third and final phase of the data collection designed was
credible news sources that might provide investigative data of the private sector
involvement in the NSA surveillance programs.
The data were designed to be based on drawing inferences from multiple sources of
data examined by myself to answer four specific questions from the contents of multiple
sources of data. The first question was to understand the official positions of the
identified organizations about the NSA surveillance programs; why these organizations
hold such views; how these organizations got involved in the NSA surveillance
programs; and what these organizations perceived as the strengths and weaknesses of
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their operations in the NSA surveillance programs. These four specific questions were
designed to provide a proper understanding of the NSA surveillance programs by forming
the bases upon which the research questions of the dissertation are answered. The first
question would provide the background of the identified organization regarding the NSA
surveillance programs which will in turn help to understand the private sector
involvement in the NSA surveillance programs. The second question would help me to
understand why these organizations hold their official positions which would help to
provide a diverse variation of information of the private sector involvement in the NSA
surveillance programs. The third question would help me identify whether these
organizations willingly got involved in the NSA surveillance programs or they were
coerced by the government to partake in the programs. While the fourth question would
help me to understand the specific strengths or weaknesses of the NSA surveillance
programs from the identified organizations’ perspective which will, in turn, reflect the
diverse aspects of the programs and diverse points of view that influenced corporate
decisions. These four specific questions were designed to form my focal attention during
data mining from the multiple sources of data of congressional hearings, corporate
records, agency records, and credible news sources.
Data Collection Techniques
The data collection technique was based on finding ways to search/ gain access to
where the information is located, how to conduct a good qualitative research sampling,
how to record and keep data, and the anticipated ethical issues (Creswell, 2013). The data
collection technique would commence by identifying congressional hearings that has to
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do with the NSA surveillance programs, and to gain access to government gazette
which might require a letter of introduction (Appendix A) to the Congress and
other governmental agencies with the information. The second phase was to
identify the private companies that were involved in NSA surveillance programs,
and which might also require a letter of introduction if there is need be to visit
their physical locations. The third phase was the need to identify news sources
that might provide more data about the NSA surveillance programs and access to
the data is incumbent upon my dexterity as a researcher to use the search engines
and the library. Getting necessary news sources of information about the NSA
surveillance programs included the search for keywords such as metadata and
Prism. However, it must be noted that the use of the library would play a pivotal
role in all data sources identification/access and analysis, but my ability as a
qualitative research expert would ameliorate the concern of identifying the
necessary data. Hence, the quality of the data would be ensured by the use of
credible documents prepared for other purposes such as congressional hearings,
agency records, and corporate records. While the reliability and validity of the
data were guaranteed via the ability to ascertain that the prepared documents can
be inspected and verified by those interested in the research, and they can
interpret the data and compare it to the extent of the creativity of the research
findings (Patton, 2002).
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Data Analysis Plan
Data analysis is vital to the success of any research because it presents the outcome
of the investigation to answer the research question. Creswell (2013) explained that data
analysis involves preparing and organizing data, reduce them into themes via the process
of coding and condensing the codes, and presenting the data in figures, table or
discussion. Data analysis strategy is a detailed plan of action or policy to achieve the
overall aim of preparing, organizing and interpreting the data which seeks to answer the
research question. The data analysis strategy for the research would be based on creating
and identifying codes, reducing the codes to themes and patterns, making contrasts and
comparison between the multiple sources of data as explained in the data collection
section. Then create a point of view and display the data in tabular form, before the
researcher presents the data in the form of discussion.
The research would be based on the pre-coding structure for data analysis to
answer the research question accurately. Miles et al. (2014) posited that incorporating
conceptual framework, and research questions will lead to good data and well-founded
conclusion because the expectations of the research participants will be defined in
advance. The research participants in the research are provided by the multiple sources of
secondary data. The first phase of data analysis is that I shall pre-coded the themes of
security and individual liberty based on the literature review thoroughly explained in
Chapter 2. The policy feedback and narrative framework would serve as the guide to
identify both themes which would help to relate the themes to the research questions and
to define the expectations of the research. The second phase of data analysis would
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proceed with I manually analyzing the data collected from multiple data sources such as
congressional hearings, agency records, corporate records and news sources and organize
them on both themes of security and personal liberty. However, it was designed that if
any discrepant cases are observed in the analyses, they would be coded and related to the
research questions with a view to defining subthemes or new themes that were not
envisaged at the beginning of the research.
I will link statements, write-ups, and contents from all the multiple sources of data,
and analyze them with the pre-coded themes of security and individual liberty. The quest
for security led to the need for the NSA surveillance programs, while the need to protect
individual liberty led to the need to understand the motive of the private companies for
their involvement in the NSA surveillance programs. The identified specific question of
understanding the official positions of the identified organizations about the NSA
surveillance programs. Why these organizations hold such views; how these
organizations got involved in the NSA surveillance programs; and what these
organizations perceived as the strengths and weaknesses of their operations in the NSA
surveillance programs would be used to elicit information from all the multiple sources of
data. These four specific and consistent questions that I have identified will be used to
draw patterns and comparison from all multiple sources of data, and form common
themes of security and individual liberty, and any other new themes that emanated from
data analysis of the multiple sources of data.
The data gathered were designed to be presented in two phases of tabular format
and written analysis of the data. The tabular format was to comprise two tables, and table
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one will start with the research questions in the first column, security as a theme in the
second column, individual liberty as a theme in the third column, while other columns
might exist depending on if new themes are discovered. The rows would state the data to
correspond with the themes and the sources of the data. The second table would have the
themes in the first column, types of companies in the second column, methods of
surveillance in the third columns, while the last column would state the sources of data.
The first table would provide a comprehensive picture of the themes, the reasons why the
companies decided to partake in the NSA surveillance programs, and how they
participated in the program. While the second table would show all the discovered
themes, types of business and the sources of data. I believed that the tabular format would
provide a holistic overview of all the data which will enhance a better analysis to
properly understand how and why the private sector cooperated in the NSA surveillance
programs. The second phase was written analysis and interpretation of the data that were
discovered in the tabular format to address the research statement of the problem which is
to understand the motive of internet and telecommunications companies to cooperate
with the NSA surveillance programs without adequate legislative and judicial oversight.
The credibility of the research was designed to be based on validation strategies,
whereby internal validity would be achieved by defining my past experiences and values
to clarify biases, prejudices, experiences, and orientation at the outset of the research that
might color the interpretation of the findings. The reflexibility approach in which my past
experiences and values which might explain my views regarding the NSA surveillance
programs would be stated at the outset of the research. I was born in Nigeria, a
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developing country where individual liberty is not adequately guaranteed by the
constitution, and a country that is a victim of incessant terrorists’ attacks from
organizations like, Boko Haram. My past experiences with infringement on individual
liberty and destruction by terrorist organizations provide a balanced view of the activities
of the NSA surveillance programs. The balanced view would curb or minimize personal
biases in the research because I do not belong to any school of thought, and this, in turn,
should provide a more objective interpretation of the findings. Furthermore, external
validity would be achieved via the use of triangulation because multiple sources of data
would provide cross verification of data whereby themes would be identified from
different sources.
External validity was ensured via external reviewer contribution, and peer
debriefing sessions as two colleagues of the researcher have agreed to participate. The
reliability of the data was ensured by accurate documentation of data from all the
multiple data sources as and when available, and ensured that only data from credible
sources are documented. The dependability of the research data would be established via
accurate citing the sources of data which will provide an audit trail for anybody that
wants to examine the research findings. The confirmability of the research is going to be
guaranteed by the choice of credible sources of data to establish that the data are reliable,
and accurate citing the sources of data would provide an audit trail. The use of
reflexibility approach would also ensure the confirmability of the research because I am
aware of my biases, values, and experiences and I would deliberately use the
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consciousness as a guide to ensure the accurate interpretation of data and minimize the
use of value judgment.
Ethical Procedures
The procedures to which data were collected and protected are pivotal to the
overall success of research, and I intend to abide by Walden University educational
standard. Walden University Institutional Review Board, Section 3, IRB application form
identified 10 potential risks and three benefits that must be explained before any
proposed research is approved. An examination of the 10 potential risks of the proposed
study suggests:
•

Unintended disclosure of confidential information does not apply to the
proposed research because all the data will be gotten from congressional
hearings, agency records, corporate records and news sources.

•

Psychological stress greater than what one would experience in daily life
constitutes minimal risk does not apply because the sources of data are
public documents.

•

Attention to personal information is irrelevant to the study because the
sources of data are public documents that do not include personal
information.

•

The proposed research does not permit for unwanted solicitation,
intrusion, or observation in public places because the sources of data are
public documents.
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•

Social or economic loss constitutes a minimal risk in the proposed
research because the sources of data are public documents.

•

The perceived coercion to participate due to any existing or expected
relationship between the participant and the researcher is not applicable to
the proposed research because it does not involve interviewing any
individual.

•

Misunderstanding as a result of experimental deception is not applicable
because the sources of data are public documents that were not written
specifically for the proposed research.

•

Minor negative effects on the participants’ or stakeholders’ health are not
applicable to the proposed research because the sources of data are public
documents.

•

Major negative effects on participants’ or stakeholders’ health are not
applicable to the proposed research because the sources of data have no
health implications.

Based on the analysis of the proposed research, which implies no risks because the
sources of data are public documents, it becomes imperative to influence the IRB to grant
permission to the study.
It must be noted that any research that involves the NSA surveillance program
would receive scrutiny from the IRB because of the sensitive nature of the topic on the
security of United States. I was able to gain approval of the IRB based on the research
plan and I adhered to Walden University IRB application guidelines and sound
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qualitative research standard. Walden University IRB Section 3, Questions 17, 18, and 19
require steps to minimize risks and to protect participants, describe anticipated benefits of
the research to the participants, and the anticipated benefits to the society. I explained to
the IRB that the research does not involve any individual participation that might lead to
any exposure, but the sources of data will be public documents that do not affect any
individual.
I also explained the anticipated benefits of the research to the society, which
provides the ability of the society to have a holistic evaluation of public policy. The study
would explain the activities of the private sector in public policy, whether they have a
direct influence on public policy in terms of collaboration and cooperation, or they were
compelled to carry out the directives of the public sector. This would, in turn, provide the
society the ability to evaluate public policies by accommodating the activities of all
collaborators. I would exhibit the personal ability and competence to conduct a sound
qualitative research. Simon (2011) explained that validity in qualitative research could be
achieved by the trustworthiness of the research, and reliability can be achieved via
dependability of the research findings. I explained and exhibited to the IRB my
intellectual and proven integrity to conduct a qualitative research that will be trustworthy
and dependable due to my experience to conduct qualitative research. I put into practice
the knowledge acquired at Walden University, and the intellectual competence acquired
via scholarly articles on qualitative research studies to research the NSA surveillance
programs.
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Summary
This chapter was an explanation of the role of the researcher as the research
instrument to conduct a good qualitative research via a case study analysis of the NSA
surveillance programs. The data collection would be via credible existing data such as,
congressional hearings, agency records, corporate records, and new sources on NSA
surveillance programs. The data collection technique would be to identify and have
access to public documents that will shed light upon the NSA surveillance programs.
Data analysis would be to reduce data into themes via the process of coding and condense
the codes for better understanding and interpretation of the collected data. The internal
validity of the research would be attained by using my past experiences and values to
clarify my biases by using the reflexibility approach to explain the biases at the outset of
the research. The external validity would be attained through external reviewer
contribution and peer debriefing sessions. The reliability of the research would be
ensured via accurate documentation of data from credible sources, while dependability
would be achieved by accurate citing of sources of data to provide an audit trail. Finally,
the ethical protection of sources of data would be achieved through the use of public
documents to conform with the Walden University academic standard, and the overall
process would lead to Chapter 4 that will explain the outcomes and results of the
conducted research.
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Chapter 4: Results
Introduction
In this study, I sought to understand how the federal government gained
compliance of the private sectors to agree to execute public policy and why the private
sector abided by the dictates of the government even if it was against their core values. I
explained the involvement of the private sector in the public policy process by using the
NSA surveillance programs as a reference point to understand the private/public sector
collaboration in public policy process. The research questions were the following:
1.

Why did the private Internet and telecommunications companies cooperate
with the NSA surveillance programs activities?

2.

How did the private Internet and telecommunications companies cooperate
with the Government NSA surveillance programs?

In the first section in this chapter, I explain the changes that occurred in the data
gathering phase of the research. I also include the demographics section that describes the
influence of two major events: 9/11 and Snowden’s 2013 revelations on NSA
surveillance programs. The third section is the data collection, which includes how the
raw data were compiled, followed by the data analysis section that describes how the data
were coded into themes. The evidence of trustworthiness is the next section, followed by
the results of the study and the identified themes. The final section is the summary that
provides answers to the research questions and a transition to Chapter 5.
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Setting
The data were primarily secondary data, which meant that all information
regarding the NSA surveillance programs already existed. I was able to harvest data from
multiple sources to understand the public sector involvement in the NSA surveillance
programs. I intended to gather data in three phases, as stated in Chapter 3, to include the
congressional hearings as the primary sources of data because of the legally binding
powers of the legislature. However, I found that the executive branch of the U.S.
Government secretly granted the technology companies immunity that prevented them
from fully cooperating with the Congress to provide the envisaged information regarding
the NSA surveillance programs. Zetter (2013) revealed that the Justice Department
agreed to grant immunity to participating companies from criminal liability for
participating in the surveillance programs. Masnick (2013) reported that Congress
provided blanket immunity to companies that helped in the NSA surveillance programs.
Intelligence officers misinformed the Congress to protect the private companies
regarding their involvement in the NSA surveillance programs. Sledge (2014) reported
that the NSA did not collect information on millions of people in the United States.
Greenberg (2013) also apologized for providing an erroneous statement to Senator Ron
Wyden. All cover ups and misinformation by the government made it difficult for me to
rely on congressional reports as the primary source of data as envisaged in Chapter 3. The
setting for the secondary sources of data changed to equal preference to all sources of
data of congressional hearings, corporate records, and credible news sources regarding
the NSA surveillance programs.
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Demographics
The private companies that were researched regarding the NSA surveillance
programs were divided into two blocks. The first block was the telecommunications
companies that comprised Verizon Wireless, AT&T, Sprint, and T-Mobile. These are the
four major telecommunications companies in the United States, and I sought data about
these companies regarding their involvement in the NSA surveillance programs. The
second block was four companies categorized as the Internet companies that comprised
Yahoo, Google, Facebook, and Microsoft. These Internet companies are major software
companies that were involved in the NSA surveillance programs.
I further categorized the data into two phases. In the first phase, I identified
companies’ NSA surveillance activities after the 9/11 terrorists attack in the United
States. The second phase was termed as post-Snowden’s revelations phase of June 2013.
Harvard Law Review (2018) stated that current events influenced the activities of the
private companies regarding their NSA surveillance programs’ involvement because the
aftermaths of 9/11 attack and Snowden’s revelations influenced corporate decision
making. The private companies started to distance themselves from the NSA surveillance
programs after the backlash from individual liberties advocates. I decided to identify the
timeframe of the private companies’ NSA surveillance programs activities after 9/11 and
after Snowden’s revelations to gauge the reasons why they cooperated with the
government and how they cooperated with the government. However, the private
companies’ activities in these identified two phases were not based on when the
information was released to the public, but the time when such activities relating to the
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NSA surveillance programs were conducted, thereby providing a chronological
timeframe that helped to answer the research questions.
Data Collection
The raw data were divided into two blocks of telecommunications and Internet
companies, with an emphasis on understanding the identified companies’ activities with
regards to the NSA surveillance programs. The nature of the research that was based on
secondary data made it imperative to show the evidence of raw data. The raw data are
presented below, stating the sources of the data and the relationship of the private
companies to the NSA surveillance programs. I created the raw data from a pool of
multiple articles about the relationship of the private companies with the NSA. I used the
four questions of understanding the official positions of the identified organizations about
the NSA surveillance programs, why these organizations held such views, how these
organizations got involved in the NSA surveillance programs, and what these
organizations perceived as the strengths and weaknesses of their operations in the NSA
surveillance programs. I developed the raw data to identify articles, statements, and
quotations to draw patterns and comparisons from all of the sources of data that were
eventually used to develop codes, categories, and themes.
1.

Verizon Wireless- Bankston (2013) stated that Stratton, who was the
Verizon Enterprise Solutions President, appreciated that it is important for
technology firms to “grandstand a bit, and wave their arms and protest
loudly so as not to offend the sensibility of their customers.” Stratton
suggested that national security was more important than privacy
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concerns. Nakashima and Horwitz (2013) provided a link to the newly
declassified documents that showed that Verizon Wireless was compelled
to provide metadata of their customers phone records (Appendix A).
Condon (2013) reported that the Senate Majority Leader, Reid, stated that
Verizon Wireless’s decision to provide customers data was done
according to congressionally approved law. Reid told reporters, “Right
now I think everyone should just calm down and understand that this isn’t
anything that is brand new, it’s been going on for some seven years, and
we have tried to often to try to make it better and work, and we will
continue to do that.” Kavets (2013) reported Verizon Wireless’s response
to the allegation that it’s providing metadata of customers to the
government on an on-going basis for 3 months. Milch, Verizon’s general
counsel, wrote that “Verizon continually takes steps to safeguard its
customers’ privacy. Nevertheless, the law authorizes the federal courts to
order a company to provide information in certain circumstances, and if
Verizon were to receive such an order, we would be required to comply.”
Severin (2014) reported that the German government terminated a contract
with Verizon Wireless based on the revelations of Snowden because mass
surveillance was conducted in Germany, and it was alleged that the NSA
eavesdropped on the mobile phone of German Chancellor, Angela Merkel.
Hesseldahl (2014) reported that Verizon Wireless challenged the legality
of the NSA’s phone data collection program and lost. The court rejected
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the argument saying the Supreme Court had ruled in 1979 in favor of the
program (Appendix A). The ACLU (2007) expressed their disappointment
towards Verizon Wireless when it revealed that it has been turning over
customer data without warrants since 2005. Bellows, Executive Director
Maine ACLU, stated, “We are outraged that Verizon would breach the
privacy of its customers and ignore the constitution by handing over
customer records without their knowledge, Verizon must be held
accountable for its participation in the illegal spying program.” Fitchard
(2014) reported that Verizon Wireless released its first transparency report
stating the numbers of Subpoenas, wiretap requests, and warrants it
received the previous year.
2.

AT&T- Wolf (2006) reported the argument between the Senate Judiciary
Committee Chairman Arlen Specter and AT&T CEO Edward Whitacre.
The senator asked if AT&T provide customer information to any law
enforcement agency. Whitacre refused to explain their company’s
involvement in any NSA surveillance by repeatedly saying “We follow the
law.” Angwin and Larson (2015) revealed how cooperative AT&T was in
the NSA surveillance programs. Angwin and Larson reviewed the
documents leaked by Snowden and discovered that the relationship
between the NSA and AT&T was considered unique and extraordinarily
productive. Angwin and Larson described it as “highly collaborative.”
Another lauded the company’s “extreme willingness to help.” The
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documents dated 2003-2013 claimed that AT&T gave NSA access to
billions on their network and provided technical assistance in wiretapping
Internet communications. A document showed the NSA’s top-secret
budget in 2013 for AT&T partnership was more than twice of Verizon.
AT&T installed surveillance equipment in at least 17 of its Internet hubs
on U.S. soil. Its engineers are first to try out new surveillance
technologies, and a document reminds NSA officials to be polite when
visiting AT&T facilities, noting: “This is a partnership, not a contractual
relationship.” Angwin and Larson were able to identify AT&T as the
company behind the Fairview program, and Verizon Wireless was behind
the program called Stombrew. Angwin and Larson discovered that the
Fairview program forwarded 400 billion Internet metadata records to the
NSA while the Stombrew program had not commenced operations.
Angwin and Larson also discovered that in 2011, AT&T started to hand
over 1.1 billion domestic cellphone calling records a day to the NSA, and
the NSA spent $188.9 million on Fairview program, twice the amount
spent on the Stombrew program. Angwin and Larson also reported a
statement credited to a retired AT&T technician Mark Klein who claimed
that 3 years earlier, he had seen a secret room in a company building in
San Francisco where the NSA had installed equipment. Klein also claimed
that AT&T was providing the NSA with access to Internet traffic from
other telecommunications companies known as “peering,” which is a
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cooperative arrangement between companies whereby customers of other
companies could end up on AT&T network. AT&T spokesman, Brad
Burns, replied to the allegations as “We do not voluntarily provide
information to any investigating authorities other than if a person’s life is
in danger and time is of the essence.” Hatmaker (2018) corroborated the
position that AT&T collaborated with the NSA on the surveillance
programs. The evidence includes NSA classified documents, public
records, and interviews with several former AT&T former employees to
identify the eight AT&T facility containing the network equipment that
transports large quantities of internet traffic across the U.S and the world.
They identified the physical infrastructures with addresses that are used as
“peering sites” located in Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Los-Angeles, New
York City, San Francisco, Seattle, and Washington D.C. Hatmaker also
provided a link to the New York Times articles by Charles Savage and
James Risen and the ProPublica which first revealed the Fairview program
of AT&T. Gallagher and Moltke (2018), provided a detailed map of the
AT&T site that helps the NSA and reported that AT&T currently boasts
19,500 “points of presence” (An access point that connects to the internet,
located inside a facility that contains routers, servers, and other
networking equipment) in 149 countries where internet traffic is
exchanged. In response to the revelations, Baker (2018), reported what
AT&T Director of Corporate Communications Jim Greer said AT&T was
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“Like all companies, we required by law to provide information to
government and law enforcement entities by complying with court orders,
subpoenas, lawful discovery requests, and other legal requirements.” Jones
(2018) reported a secret AT&T program called Project Hemisphere that
searches trillions of phone records, analyzes cell data to find where a
person is making a call location, the location of the receiver and possibly
the details of the call. He reported that when The New York Times
reported the program in 2013, it was labeled a partnership with the
government as a counter-narcotic tool. However, it was later discovered
that it was used to fight against Medicaid fraud to homicides, and “The
Daily Beast” reported that it was developed by AT&T and sold to the U.S
government for millions of dollars. AT&T document showed that no
warrant was required but law enforcement only required to use it in a nonpublicized investigation. The report also alleged that AT&T keeps data
way back 2008 whereas Verizon keeps data for only one year and Sprint
for 18 months. The report also stated that New York Times reported that
AT&T has trillions of phone records and more extensive than any other
companies and allegedly makes as much as $1 million annually from
different police departments that access Project Hemisphere. Lipp (2016)
further corroborated the use of Project Hemisphere by providing a link
which showed it was used in at least 28 of DEA centers across the
country, and the centers are staffed by federal agents and local law
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enforcement, while AT&T employees analyzed on behalf of law
enforcement clients. AT&T recommends that information gotten from the
program should serve as leads before they are used as routine police work,
and a statement of work from 2014 shows AT&T wants to keep Project
Hemisphere. Lenzner (2013) informed that NSA pays AT&T, Verizon and
Sprint several hundred million dollars a year for access to international
calls into the U.S. The leaked inspector general’s report stated that AT&T
charges $325 for each activation fee and an additional $10 daily to
monitor the account, while Verizon charges $775 per tapping an account
for the first month and $500 monthly thereafter. A separate Washington
Post reported that NSA pays telcos roughly $300 million annually to
access information, but it is surprising to know that the government pays
these companies to maintain watch over their customers even if it
constitutes a small fraction of their overall revenues.
3.

Sprint- Nakashima (2014), reported that Sprint Corporation was the only
telecommunications company to demand legal access to the legal rationale
behind the NSA surveillance program requests in 2010 before the
revelations of Edward Snowden in June 2013 (Appendix A). However, the
company dropped the legal challenge after being shown the legal basis for
the surveillance programs. “Sprint believes that substantive legal
grounding should be provided when the government requests customer
information from carriers,” Spokesman for Sprint John Taylor said in a
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statement. “Sprint has a long-standing commitment to protecting our
customers’ privacy and challenge an order for customer information that
we don’t think complies with the law.” Newman (2014) reported Sprint
being sued by the United States Government for overcharging federal
agencies for wiretapping services. The government asserted that Sprint
overcharged for $21 million worth of services (see Appendix A).
However, Robertson (2015) reported that Sprint settled the government
overcharging suit for $15.5 million.
4.

T- Mobile- Whittaker (2018), reported that T-Mobile experienced an
uptick in government data demands in its 2017 transparency report in
August 14th, 2018 revealing 12% increase in government demands
compared to the previous year. He also reported that Google started to
publish transparency report indicating government data demands in 2010,
but other tech companies started to publish transparency report in 2013
after the revelations of Edward Snowden to counter the backlash from
privacy advocacy groups.

5.

Yahoo- Menn (2016), reported Yahoo secretly built a custom software
program to search its customers’ incoming emails for specific information
needed by the National Security Agency. It was done by scanning
hundreds of millions of Yahoo mail accounts at the behest of the NSA or
FBI by searching for a set of characters either in the body of an email or
an attachment. It was alleged that Yahoo’s cooperation with NSA led to
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the resignation of Chief Information Officer Alex Stamos in June 2015
because of the decision of Yahoo’s Chief Executive Marissa Mayer
decision to obey the directive. Yahoo brief response to Reuter’s question
regarding the report is “Yahoo is a law-abiding company, and complies
with the laws of the United States.” Toor (2016) reported that Yahoo
called on the U.S government to explain why it compelled the company to
scan millions of its users’ email account in response to Reuter’s bombshell
revelation. The letter signed by Yahoo’s general counsel, Ron Bell
addressed to James Clapper, the director of national intelligence called on
the government to clarify the “national security orders they issue to
internet companies to obtain user data.’’ (see a copy of the letter in
Appendix A).
6.

Google- Miller (2013) reported Google’s Director for Law Enforcement
and Information Security Richard Salgado called on the U.S government
to improve privacy laws and warns of the threat to open internet and the
United States economy. In his testimony before the Senate Judiciary
Subcommittee on privacy, technology, and law. He cited studies like one
from Forrester and posited that the cloud computing industry could lose
$180 billion, 25% of its revenue by 2016. He warned that countries like
Brazil are considering so-called data localization laws, which would
require that all data related to Brazilian companies and citizens be stored
in Brazil. This he believes “has gained considerable traction since the
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revelation of the Prism program,” and companies like Google “could be
barred from doing business in one of the world’s most significant
markets.” Zetter (2013) reported that the National Security Agency uses
the cookies that companies force on users to pinpoint targets they want to
hack, according to Edward Snowden’s leaked document. They especially
focus on Google’s ubiquitous “PREF” cookie which includes unique
numeric codes that can identify the user’s browser to websites. These
codes help NSA to hone in on specific machines they want to attack, and
they also use these cookies to identify and single out a specific
individual’s communications among the massive amount of data it collects
through Internet tap. However, the article did not specify how the NSA
obtains the Google PREF cookies, whether they hack into Google or they
were provided access to the cookies by Google. Marquis-Boire,
Greenwald, and Lee (2015) reported the National Security Agency’s most
powerful tool of mass surveillance to be XKEYSCORE program. This
program makes tracking someone’s internet usage as easy as entering an
email address and provides no built-in technology to prevent abuse. The
program sweeps internet searches, emails, documents, usernames and
passwords, and other private communications. The program gets a
constant flow of communications of internet traffic from fiber optic cables
with over 700 servers that store from collection sites, and store data for 3
to 5 days and metadata for 30 to 45 days. XKEYSCORE program can be
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used to hack computer networks around the world which can be done by
typing a few words in Google. Hudson (2013) quoted Google’s Executive
Chairman Eric Schmidt in his book The New Digital Age which portrayed
the battle for internet privacy as a “long, important struggle” when he
depicted the emergence of Big Data Surveillance tactics as a threat to a
free society. “Government operating surveillance platforms will surely
violate restrictions placed on them (by legislation or legal ruling)
eventually,” He wrote in a chapter on the future of terrorism, “The
potential for misuse of this power is terrifyingly high, to say nothing of the
dangers introduced by human error, data-driven false positives and simple
curiosity.” Then after Edward Snowden’s revelation about the PRISM
program, he changed the tone and tweeted on June 7, 2013, that “Google
does not have a ‘backdoor’ for the government to access private user
data.” Hence, it suggests at minimum Google cooperated with the
government within legal boundaries or at maximum offer little resistance
to the magnitude of the NSA surveillance programs. The fact that he knew
about the NSA surveillance programs before Edward Snowden’s
revelation makes his book prophetic.
7.

Facebook- Simpson and Brown (2013) reported how NSA uses Facebook
and other social media profiles to create maps of social connections as part
of the revelations by Edward Snowden. New York Times revealed that the
surveillance began after a policy change in the year 2010, because prior to
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that, “chaining” was only limited to foreign citizens. The new policy
allows the analyst to use social media, geo-location information, insurance
and tax records, plus other public and private sources to enhance analysis
of phone and email records. Snowden showed how analyst use software to
create diagrams where a person was at certain times, their traveling
companions, their social networks, and email correspondence. Leswing
(2016) confirmed how NSA Prism program was used to hack a New
Zealand pro-democracy advocate Tony Fullman who was suspected of
plotting a violent revolution. The documents provided by Snowden
showed a leaked slide which suggests that the NSA was able to directly
access Fullman’s Facebook account and get his personal information.
However, Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg wrote in 2013 that “Facebook
is not and has never been part of any program to give U.S or any other
government direct access to our servers.” Armasu (2018) reported
Facebook defense against the lawsuit by Max Schrem against NSA mass
surveillance of European Union citizens on the basis of protection of
privacy. However, Facebook defense of the U.S mass surveillance in the
lawsuit in Irish court is based on preserving “national security.” However,
Nicks (2014), reported that Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg wrote a post
when he called President Obama “I’ve called President Obama to express
my frustration over the damage the government is creating for all of our
future. Unfortunately, it seems like it will take a very long time for full
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reform,” He continued to say “The internet is our shared space. It helps us
connect. It spreads opportunity,” he writes. “This is why I’ve been so
confused and frustrated by the repeated reports of the behavior of the U.S.
government. When our engineers work tirelessly to improve security, we
imagine we’re protecting you against criminals, not our government.”
Perhaps, in the bid to be transparent Bailey (2013) reported Facebook
general counsel Ted Ullyot reveal the six months ending Dec.31,2012 the
total number of user-data requests Facebook received from all government
agencies.
8.

Microsoft- Lowe (2013) reported Snowden’s revelation that was provided
to The Guardian newspaper that Microsoft assisted the FBI and NSA in
encryption bypass to access services which include Outlook.com, Hotmail,
Skype, SkyDrive and more. The company allowed agencies to collect
video and audio from conversations made via Skype. Techrights (2017)
informed that Microsoft as one of the most cooperative software
companies because they provided NSA with backdoors to their operating
systems and receives payments for their surveillance collaboration. Solove
(2016) reported a victory in court for Microsoft in a matter that involved a
warrant in searching a certain email account controlled and maintained by
Microsoft Corporation that had been stored in Ireland. The court sided
with Microsoft and held that Stored Communications Act (SCA) which is
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part of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA) does not
govern data stored beyond U.S borders.
The secondary data were employed for this research, and eight companies were
selected as research participants. The nature of the research demanded that I should
present the raw data because the data were pulled from numerous sources that align with
the research objectives. Four telecommunications companies and four internet companies
were researched to understand their involvement in NSA surveillance programs. The raw
data were pulled from multiple sources such as NSA congressional hearings analysis,
corporate records analysis, and investigative analysis from credible sources. Data were
pulled from Walden University library, Google Scholar, and Google Internet search for
articles that involved the private sector in NSA surveillance programs. The data were
collected daily for a period of 6 weeks after the approval by the IRB on the 15th of
August to 30th of September, 2018.
The data were collected for each company (participant) for a minimum of 3 days,
whereby full concentration was devoted to any chosen company (participant) within a
particular timeframe. The data for each company (participant) were recorded whenever
relevant information was discovered during the search for data, and individual company’s
data were stored in separate folders stating the source, and the information that was
collected. The only variation that occurred during data collection from the plan presented
in Chapter 3 was that I had no preference for any source of data over the other. I was of
the intention in Chapter 3 that the congressional reports will lay the data foundation for
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the research, but I discovered during data collection that the government had provided the
private companies immunity for their activities in the NSA surveillance programs.
There were limited congressional hearings that involved the NSA surveillance
programs, and the immunity provided to the private companies shielded them from
providing adequate information on the NSA surveillance programs. All sources of data
carried equal weight provided they are credible and relevant to the research. One of the
unusual circumstances encountered in the data collection stage was that I encountered
numerous information regarding the NSA surveillance programs, which made it a bit
difficult to easily discover which information is relevant to the research. I had to
diligently read through many articles to be able to discover and record the data that are
relevant to the research. Also, I discovered that there was no need to physically visit the
locations of the identified companies because all the relevant data are in the library and
internet searches, which made the letter of introduction designed in Appendix A not
required for data collection.
Data Analysis
Coding is essential to qualitative research because it shows an analytical
perspective from where a researcher intends to dissect data for a better analysis. Saldana
(2013) explained a code in qualitative inquiry as a word or short phrase that symbolically
assigns a summative, salient, essence-capturing, and evocative attribute for a portion of
language-based or visual data. Hence, coding is a link between data collection and data
interpretation. I used Liamputtong and Ezzy’s (2005) recommendation of formatting the
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data into three columns of raw data, preliminary code, and final code for the preliminary
stage of the data analysis.
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Table 1
Coded Data
Raw Data
Bankston (2013) reported that John Stratton Verizon Enterprise Solutions President was
quoted that it is important for technology firms to “grandstand a bit and wave their arms
and protest loudly so as not to offend the sensibility of their customers.”
Condon (2013) Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid statement regarding Verizon “Right
now I think everyone should just calm down and understand that this isn’t anything that
is brand new, it’s been going on for some seven years, and we have tried to often to try to
make it better and work and we will continue to do that.” ACLU (2007) reported Shenna
Bellows, Executive Director Maine ACLU said that Verizon must be held accountable
for participating in the illegal spying program.
Wolf (2006) reported the statement of AT&T CEO Edward Whitacre “We follow the
law”. Angwin and Larson (2015) revealed documents that lauded AT&T as “highly
collaborative” and “extreme willingness to help” and “This is a partnership, not a
contractual relationship.” Hatmaker (2018) reported AT&T physical infrastructures used
as “peering sites” via the Fairview program. Gallagher and Moltke (2018) provided a
detailed map of the AT&T map of “points of presence.” Jones (2018), reported that
AT&T developed a program called Project Hemisphere that searches trillions of phones
records, analyzes cell data. Menn (2016) reported that Yahoo secretly built a custom
software program to search its customers’ incoming emails for specific information
needed by the National Security Agency. Zetter (2013) reported that the NSA uses
Google’s ubiquitous “PREF” cookies that companies force on users to pinpoint targets
they want to hack, according to Edward Snowden’s leaked document. Marquis-Boire,
Greenwald, and Lee (2015) reported that NSA has a powerful tool of mass surveillance
called XKEYSCORE program on Google to track email addresses, internet searches
documents, usernames, and passwords. Simpson and Brown (2013), reported how NSA
uses Facebook and other social media profiles to create maps of social connections.
Leswing (2016) confirmed how Facebook was used to access a New Zealand prodemocracy advocate Tony Fullman. Armasu (2018) reported Facebook defense against a
suit against the NSA surveillance in an Irish court which was based on preserving
“national security.” Lowe (2013) reported that Microsoft assisted the FBI and NSA in
encryption bypass to access services which include Outlook.com, Hotmail, Skype,
SkyDrive and more. Techrights (2017), reported Microsoft as one of the most
cooperative software companies because they provided NSA with backdoors to their
operating systems and receives payments for their surveillance collaboration.
Nakashima and Horwitz (2013), provided newly declassified
Legal Demands
documents of Verizon Wireless Secondary Order to partake in NSA
surveillance (see Appendix A). Baker (2018), reported that AT&T
Director of Corporate Communications Jim Greer said “Like all
companies, we required by law to provide information to
government and law enforcement entities by complying with court
orders, subpoenas, lawful discovery requests, and other legal
requirements.” Menn (2016), quoted Yahoo’s brief response to
Reuter’s question regarding NSA surveillance programs “Yahoo is
a law- abiding company, and complies with the laws of the United
States.”
Kavets (2013) reported Randy Milch, Verizon’s general counsel
Transparency
letter to employees “Verizon continually takes steps to safeguard its
customer privacy.” Hasseldahl (2014), reported that Verizon
Wireless challenged the legality of the NSA’s phone data collection
and lost (see Appendix A to see court ruling). Fitchard (2014),
reported that Verizon Wireless released its first transparency report
stating the numbers of subpoenas and wiretap requests. Nakashima
(2014), reported that Sprint Corporation was the only
telecommunications company to demand a legal basis for NSA
surveillance before the revelations of Edward Snowden (see
Appendix A). A spokesman for Sprint John Taylor said in a
statement “Sprint has a long-standing commitment to protecting our
customers’ privacy and challenge an order for customer information
that we don’t think complies with the law.” Whittaker (2018)
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the National
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Final Code
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Mandated to comply
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reported T-Mobile experienced an uptick in government data
demands in its 2017 transparency report. Toor (2016) reported the
displeasure of Yahoo regarding the NSA surveillance programs by
asking the director of national intelligence James Clapper to clarify
the need for the NSA surveillance programs requests (see Appendix
A). Miller (2013) reported Google’s Director for Law Enforcement
and Information Security Richard Salgado called on the U.S
government to improve privacy laws and warns of the threat to
open internet and the United States economy. He believes that
Edward Snowden’s revelation “has gained considerable traction
since the revelation of the Prism program,” and companies like
Google “could be barred from doing business in one of the world’s
most significant markets.” Hudson (2013) quoted Google’s
Executive Chairman Eric Schmidt after Edward Snowden’s
revelation and posited that “Google does not have a ‘backdoor’ for
the government to access private user data.” Nick (2014), reported
that Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg called President Obama to
express his displeasure with the NSA after the revelations of
Edward Snowden “I’ve called President Obama to express my
frustration over the damage the government is creating for all of our
future.” Bailey (2013), reported Facebook general counsel Ted
Ullyot reveal six months ending Dec.31,2012 the total number of
user-data requests from governmental agencies in a bid to be
transparent.
Severin (2014) reported that the German government canceled
Verizon Wireless contract because of Edward Snowden’s
revelation. Jones (2018), AT&T developed a program called Project
Hemisphere and sold to the U.S government for millions of dollars.
Lipp (2016) shows that AT&T wants to keep Project Hemisphere.
Lenzner (2013), informed that the NSA pays AT&T, Verizon and
Sprint several hundred million dollars a year for access to
international calls into the U.S. Newman (2014) reported Sprint
being sued for $21 million by U.S government for overcharging
federal agencies for wiretapping services (see appendix A). While
Robertson (2015) reported Sprint’s settlement of $15.5 million.
Techrights (2017) reported Microsoft as one of the most
cooperative software companies because they provided NSA with
backdoors to their operating systems and receives payments for
their surveillance collaboration. Solove (2016) reported a victory in
court for Microsoft in a matter that involves a warrant to search a
certain account controlled and maintained in Ireland.

Data Request

Data Order Processed
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After the coding of the raw data, it became imperative to refine the coded data
into categories and themes for proper interpretation to be able to answer the research
questions better. Saldana (2013) recommended a transition from data to code, to category
and eventually to themes. I designed the second table in line with Saldana’s
recommendation which comprises four columns of the raw data, final code, category, and
the transition into themes.
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Table 2
Code to Themes
Raw Data
Bankston (2013) reported that John Stratton Verizon Enterprise Solutions
President was quoted that it is important for technology firms to
“grandstand a bit and wave their arms and protest loudly so as not to
offend the sensibility of their customers.”
Condon (2013) Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid statement regarding
Verizon “Right now I think everyone should just calm down and
understand that this isn’t anything that is brand new, it’s been going on
for some seven years, and we have tried to often to try to make it better
and work and we will continue to do that.” ACLU (2007) reported
Shenna Bellows, Executive Director Maine ACLU said that Verizon
must be held accountable for participating in the illegal spying program.
Wolf (2006) reported the statement of AT&T CEO Edward Whitacre
“We follow the law”. Angwin and Larson (2015) revealed documents
that lauded AT&T as “highly collaborative” and “extreme willingness to
help” and “This is a partnership, not a contractual relationship.”
Hatmaker (2018) reported AT&T physical infrastructures used as
“peering sites” via the Fairview program. Gallagher and Moltke (2018)
provided a detailed map of the AT&T map of “points of presence.” Jones
(2018), reported that AT&T developed a program called Project
Hemisphere that searches trillions of phones records, analyzes cell data.
Menn (2016) reported that Yahoo secretly built a custom software
program to search its customers’ incoming emails for specific
information needed by the National Security Agency. Zetter (2013)
reported that the NSA uses Google’s ubiquitous “PREF” cookies that
companies force on users to pinpoint targets they want to hack, according
to Edward Snowden’s leaked document. Marquis-Boire, Greenwald, and
Lee (2015) reported that NSA has a powerful tool of mass surveillance
called XKEYSCORE program on Google to track email addresses,
internet searches documents, usernames, and passwords. Simpson and
Brown (2013), reported how NSA uses Facebook and other social media
profiles to create maps of social connections. Leswing (2016) confirmed
how Facebook was used to access a New Zealand pro-democracy
advocate Tony Fullman. Armasu (2018), reported Facebook defense
against a suit against the NSA surveillance in an Irish court which was
based on preserving “national security.” Lowe (2013), reported that
Microsoft assisted the FBI and NSA in encryption bypass to access
services which include Outlook.com, Hotmail, Skype, SkyDrive and
more. Techrights (2017), reported Microsoft as one of the most
cooperative software companies because they provided NSA with
backdoors to their operating systems and receives payments for their
surveillance collaboration.
Nakashima and Horwitz (2013), provided newly declassified documents
of Verizon Wireless Secondary Order to partake in NSA surveillance (see
appendix A). Baker (2018), reported that AT&T Director of Corporate
Communications Jim Greer said “Like all companies, we required by law
to provide information to government and law enforcement entities by
complying with court orders, subpoenas, lawful discovery requests, and
other legal requirements.” Menn (2016) quoted Yahoo’s brief response to
Reuter’s question regarding NSA surveillance programs “Yahoo is a lawabiding company, and complies with the laws of the United States.”
Kavets (2013) reported Randy Milch, Verizon’s general counsel letter to
employees “Verizon continually takes steps to safeguard its customer
privacy.” Hasseldahl (2014), reported that Verizon Wireless challenged
the legality of the NSA’s phone data collection and lost (see Appendix A
to see court ruling). Fitchard (2014), reported that Verizon Wireless
released its first transparency report stating the numbers of subpoenas
and wiretap requests. Nakashima (2014), reported that Sprint Corporation
was the only telecommunications company to demand a legal basis for
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NSA surveillance before the revelations of Edward Snowden (see
Appendix 4). A spokesman for Sprint John Taylor said in a statement
“Sprint has a long-standing commitment to protecting our customers’
privacy and challenge an order for customer information that we don’t
think complies with the law.” Whittaker (2018) reported T-Mobile
experienced an uptick in government data demands in its 2017
transparency report. Toor (2016) reported the displeasure of Yahoo
regarding the NSA surveillance programs by asking the director of
national intelligence James Clapper to clarify the need for the NSA
surveillance programs requests (see Appendix A). Miller (2013) reported
Google’s Director for Law Enforcement and Information Security
Richard Salgado called on the U.S government to improve privacy laws
and warns of the threat to open internet and the United States economy.
He believes that Edward Snowden’s revelation “has gained considerable
traction since the revelation of the Prism program,” and companies like
Google “could be barred from doing business in one of the world’s most
significant markets.” Hudson (2013) quoted Google’s Executive
Chairman Eric Schmidt after Edward Snowden’s revelation and posited
that “Google does not have a ‘backdoor’ for the government to access
private user data.” Nick (2014), reported that Facebook CEO Mark
Zuckerberg called President Obama to express his displeasure with the
NSA after the revelations of Edward Snowden “I’ve called President
Obama to express my frustration over the damage the government is
creating for all of our future.” Bailey (2013) reported Facebook general
counsel Ted Ullyot reveal six months ending Dec.31,2012 the total
number of user-data requests from governmental agencies in a bid to be
transparent.
Severin (2014) reported that the German government canceled Verizon
Wireless contract because of Edward Snowden’s revelation. Jones
(2018), AT&T developed a program called Project Hemisphere and sold
to the U.S government for millions of dollars. Lipp (2016) shows that
AT&T wants to keep Project Hemisphere. Lenzner (2013), informed that
the NSA pays AT&T, Verizon and Sprint several hundred million dollars
a year for access to international calls into the U.S. Newman (2014)
reported Sprint being sued for $21 million by U.S government for
overcharging federal agencies for wiretapping services (see appendix A).
While Robertson (2015), reported Sprint’s settlement of $15.5 million.
Techrights (2017) reported Microsoft as one of the most cooperative
software companies because they provided NSA with backdoors to their
operating systems and receives payments for their surveillance
collaboration. Solove (2016) reported a victory in court for Microsoft in a
matter that involves a warrant to search a certain account controlled and
maintained in Ireland.

Data Order
Processed

BusinessTransactions

Profit Making

The two tables above showed the progression from the raw data which were
inductively used to code, which resulted into categories and eventually led to themes. The
process started when I sought for articles about the eight companies that are involved in
the NSA surveillance programs. Having researched the articles and analyzed relevant
documents to the NSA surveillance programs and the identified companies; I pulled the
relevant data related to why and how the identified companies got involved in the NSA
surveillance programs, then created and compiled them as raw data. After that, the
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relevant data are then collated as the raw data which I manually coded. Basit (2003)
compared manual and electronic coding and posited that “the choice will be dependent on
the size of the project, the funds and time available, and the inclination and expertise of
the researcher” (p.143). However, I used manual coding because the raw data gathered
from the eight companies (participants) were viewed as relatively small and were
efficiently coded to reflect the substance in the data. After that, the coding led to
categories which eventually led to themes.
Four final codes were discovered based on the lens in which I was assessing the
created raw data. Auerbach and Silverstein (2003) recommended that researchers should
keep a copy of their research concern, theoretical framework, central research questions,
goals of the study, and all major issues on one page in front of them to get focused and
allay fears because the page focuses on their coding decisions. I used the research
concern of understanding the private sector involvement in the NSA surveillance
programs, the theoretical framework of policy feedback theory and narrative policy
framework, and the research questions of understanding why and how the private
companies cooperated with the NSA in the surveillance programs were used to identify
the codes from the created raw data.
•

The first code discovered from the raw data was a preliminary code of the
willingness of the eight identified companies to cooperate with the NSA,
and how they cooperated in the surveillance program. The data further
suggest that the companies were not only enabling the NSA, but they were
working alongside the NSA to provide surveillance of their customers’
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data which led to the final code of collaboration. The final code of
collaboration transitioned into the category which showed from the raw
data that the companies believe in the protection of the country as one of
the reasons they collaborated which later transitioned into the theme of
national security.
•

The second code discovered from the raw data was a preliminary code of
legal demands that the companies should provide their customers
information to the NSA. The legal demands transition to mandated to
comply with the NSA surveillance directive as suggested by the raw data.
The code that the companies were mandated to comply transitioned to the
category that the companies were compelled to comply because they were
acting as law- abiding companies, which later transitioned to the theme
that they are not liable for any illegal activity that might have occurred
during the warrantless NSA surveillance programs.

•

The third code discovered from the raw data was a preliminary code of
transparency because the companies started to distance themselves from
the NSA surveillance programs after the revelations of Snowden in a bid
to be transparent. However, this led to a form of resistance from the
companies whereby they sometimes went to the court to challenge the
legality of the NSA surveillance requests which led to the final code of
resistance. The final code of resistance transitioned to the quest for reform
as a category. Appeals were made by these companies that the government
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should reform NSA surveillance programs to protect privacy which
eventually transitioned into the theme of individual liberty.
•

The fourth and the final code discovered from the raw data was a
preliminary code of data request from the government that the companies
should provide their customers information. The preliminary code later
transitioned to the final code as data order processed because the
companies felt obligated to process the order in line with their business
philosophy of customer satisfaction. The final code of data order process
led to the category of business transactions which eventually transitioned
to the theme of profit making which is the core reason why a private
company is established.

The raw data provided the necessary information that led to the four themes that
were discovered with quotations to buttress my submission. It is pertinent to state that
two themes developed from the raw data conform with my pre-coded themes of security
and individual liberty based on the literature review as proposed in Chapter 3. However,
it is imperative to state that discrepancies were observed among the eight companies
(participants) concerning their degree of participation in the NSA surveillance programs
because not all the eight companies provided a clear presentation of all the four themes.
A case in point is that AT&T did not provide any evidence of transparency before I
identified the final code of resistance. However, information from multiple companies
(participants) suggests AT&T is an outlier in that regard since the majority of the
companies conform with the narrative of resistance. Either by distancing themselves from
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the NSA surveillance programs by publicly denying their involvement in the program or
by going to court to challenge the legality of the programs, which resulted in the
acceptance of the final code of resistance as one of the final codes derived from the raw
data. Discrepancies are invalidated whenever multiple companies (participants) comport
to a particular trend from the information derived from the raw data.
Evidence of Trustworthiness
The credibility of the research was implemented as planned in Chapter 3 because
I ensured the use of reflexibility approach whereby my past experiences and values did
not color the creation of the raw data. I ensured internal validity by providing all the
relevant information regarding the private companies’ involvement in the NSA
surveillance programs. The raw data that were used to develop the codes, which
eventually led to the themes were identified from a pool of numerous articles and original
document analysis, and no personal preferences, experiences, nor values were used to
compile the raw data. However, the coding of the raw data was influenced by the lens
that I was assessing the data which was based on the purpose of the research, nature of
the study, central research questions, theoretical framework, and the significance of the
study. The raw data provided evidentiary value that reflects the activities of the private
companies regarding the NSA surveillance programs from different perspectives that
relates to the research concerns, and are fact based.
The transferability of the research was implemented as planned in Chapter 3
because I ensured the use of triangulation whereby multiple sources provided data which
provided cross verification before themes eventually emerged. The raw data comprises
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eight companies (participants), four major telecommunications companies, and four
major Internet companies which produced a balanced representation of the private sector
involvement in the NSA surveillance programs. The raw data provided information from
the eight identified companies (participants) in the United States of America. The raw
data comprises multiple sources of data from reports from congressional hearings,
corporate statements of executives that runs these organizations, and credible
investigative journalism that produces original documents to buttress their investigations.
The data were discovered from a pool of numerous articles and documents
analysis, and I endeavored to provide multiple sources of data for each company’s
contribution for cross verification which ensures the authenticity of the data. The results
of the research can be applied to similar situations because I provided multiple sources of
data from all the eight companies (participants) which enhances the credibility of the
data. I also provided different points of view from the companies (participants) before the
data were transcribed into codes, then to categories, and eventually themes to answer the
research concerns.
The dependability of the research was implemented as planned in Chapter 3
because accurate citing of the sources of data was provided in the raw data. The raw data
I created provided adequate information about the NSA surveillance programs via stating
the sources of the information with the names of the author, and the year of publication.
The raw data provided the sources and links where the corroborating documents were
provided in the appendix section. The raw data provided statements by the corporate
executives of some of the eight identified companies to signify corporate records, and the
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sources of these statements are adequately cited. The accurate citing of the sources of
information provides an audit trail for whosoever want to identify or confirm the sources
of the information which in turn provides more credibility to the research.
The confirmability of the research was implemented as planned in Chapter 3
because the I created a raw data from credible sources which include analysis of
congressional hearings, public statements by corporate executives from some of the eight
identified companies (participants), investigative sources with reputable institutions, and
documents to buttress the data were provided for document analysis. Accurate citing of
the sources of information was provided, which includes the name of the author and the
year of publication to provide an audit trail. I also used cross verification of data from
multiple credible sources and ensured that data are trending towards the same conclusions
before they are included in the raw data. I also used the reflexibility approach to create
the raw data to reduce the influence of value judgment, whereby my biases, values, and
experiences were divorced from compiling information regarding the NSA surveillance
programs. I believe that creating raw data from a pool of numerous articles has provided
a unique perspective to the understanding of the private companies’ involvement in the
NSA surveillance programs. It has also created a high degree to which the findings can be
corroborated by others who intend to investigate the research or add more value to
scholarship.
Results
The data collected was used to answer the two central research questions for the
research, which are:
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Private Companies Cooperate With NSA
Why did the private internet and telecommunications companies cooperate with the
NSA surveillance programs activities? The answers to this question were obtained from
the raw data compiled as I was able to elucidate on the question through the process of
creating codes to categories and which eventually led to themes. The data showed three
reasons why the private companies cooperated with the NSA. The first reason is national
security which was discovered through data analysis that led to the discovery of
collaboration as a code, which led to the led the discovery of a category which explained
that these companies believed in the protection of the country, and which eventually led
to the theme of national security as a pattern from the data collected. Bankston (2013)
reported that John Stratton Verizon Enterprise Solutions President was quoted that it is
important for technology firms to ‘grandstand a bit and wave their arms and protest
loudly so as not to offend the sensibility of their customers.” Condon (2013) reported
Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid’s statement regarding Verizon “Right now I think
everyone should just calm down and understand that this isn’t anything that is brand new,
it’s been going on for some seven years, and we have tried to often to try to make it better
and work and we will continue to do that.” Wolf (2006) reported AT&T CEO Edward
Whitacre’s statement “We follow the law.” Armasu (2018) reported Facebook defense
against a suit against the NSA surveillance programs in an Irish court that they
cooperated because it is based on preserving “national security.”
The data explained the second reason why the private internet and
telecommunications companies cooperated with the NSA surveillance programs was that
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they felt they had no liability when they were secretly collecting data of Americans
without adequate legislative and judicial oversight. This conclusion was reached through
the process of data analysis that led to the discovery that they were mandated to comply
as a code, which led to the led the discovery of them being compelled to act as a category
which eventually resulted to the theme of no liability. Nakashima and Horwitz (2013)
provided newly declassified documents of Verizon Wireless Secondary Order to partake
in NSA surveillance programs (see Appendix A for document analysis). Baker (2018)
reported AT&T Director of Corporate Communications Jim Greer’s statement “Like all
companies, we are required by law to provide information to government and law
enforcement entities by complying with court orders, subpoenas, lawful discovery
requests, and other legal requirements.” Menn (2016) reported yahoo’s brief response to
Reuter’s question regarding NSA surveillance programs “Yahoo is a law-abiding
company, and complies with the laws of the United States.”
The data explained the third reason why the private companies cooperated with the
NSA surveillance programs without adequate judicial and legislative oversight was for
profit making. This conclusion was reached through the process of data analysis that led
to the discovery of the need to process data order as a code, which led it to be seen as
standard business transactions as a category, which resulted into a theme of profit making
as a motive. Jones (2018) reported that AT&T developed a program called Project
Hemisphere and sold it to the U.S government for millions of dollars. Lipp (2016)
provided a link that showed that AT&T wants to keep Project Hemisphere. Lenzner
(2013) reported that NSA pays AT&T, Verizon and Sprint several hundred million
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dollars a year for access to international calls into U.S. Newman (2014) reported Sprint
being sued for $21 million by U.S government for overcharging federal agencies for
wiretapping services (Appendix A). While Robertson (2015) reported Sprint’s settlement
of $15.5 million. Techright (2017) reported that Microsoft provided NSA with backdoors
to their operating systems and receives payments for their surveillance collaboration.
Lowe (2013) also confirm that Microsoft receives payment for their surveillance
collaboration.
How Private Companies Cooperated With Surveillance
How did the private internet and telecommunications companies cooperate with the
Government NSA surveillance programs? The raw data provided evidence of how the
internet and telecommunications companies helped in the NSA surveillance programs in
three ways. The first way was that the companies directly provided their customers’
information to the NSA; the second way was that the companies granted the NSA access
to their networks in the form of collaboration; while the third way was when the NSA
hack the companies’ network while the companies provided little or no resistance. The
answers to this research question were obtained from the raw data I created, and the
methods that showed how the surveillance programs were achieved cut across all the four
themes of national security, no liability, individual liberty, and profit making.
The first way how the private internet and telecommunications cooperated with the
Government NSA surveillance programs was when the companies directly provided their
customers information to the government. Kavets (2013) reported Verizon Wireless
response to the allegation that it is providing metadata of customers to the government on
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an on-going basis for three months. Randy Milch, Verizon’s general counsel, wrote in a
letter to employees “Verizon continually takes steps to safeguard its customer’ privacy.
Nevertheless, the law authorizes the federal courts to order a company to provide
information in certain circumstances, and if Verizon were to receive such an order, we
would be required to comply.” Toor (2016) reported that Yahoo called on the U.S
government to explain why it compelled the company to scan millions of its users’ e-mail
account in response to Reuter’s bombshell revelations (see a copy of the letter in
Appendix A). Jones (2018) reported that AT&T developed a program called Project
Hemisphere that allows the searches of trillions of phones records, and analyzes data.
Lipp (2016) reported that Project Hemisphere are staffed by federal agents and local law
enforcement, while AT&T employees analyze data on behalf of law enforcement clients.
Menn (2016) reported that Yahoo secretly built a custom software program to search its
customers’ incoming mails for specific information needed by the National Security
Agency.
The second way how the private Internet and telecommunications companies
cooperated with the Government NSA surveillance programs was that the companies
granted the NSA access to their networks in the form of collaboration. Angwin and
Larson (2015) reported the revealed document which lauded AT&T as “highly
collaborative” and “extreme willingness to help” and “This is a partnership, not a
contractual relationship.” He reported a statement credited to a retired AT&T retired
technician Mark Klein in a lawsuit filed against AT&T in the year 2006. He claimed that
3 years earlier, he had seen a secret room in a company’s building in San Francisco
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where NSA had installed equipment which was used to access internet traffic from other
telecommunications companies known as “peering” which is a cooperative agreement
between carriers. Hatmaker (2018) reported the physical infrastructures used as “peering
sites” by AT&T, and he reported the AT&T surveillance program used for the “peering”
as Fairview Program. Gallagher and Moltke (2018) provided a detailed map of the AT&T
map of “point of presence.” Zetter (2013) reported that the NSA uses Google’s
ubiquitous “PREF” cookies that companies force on users to pinpoint targets they want to
hack, according to Edward Snowden’s leaked document. Lowe (2013) reported that
Microsoft assisted the FBI and the NSA in encryption bypass to access services which
includes Outlook.com, Hotmail, Skype, SkyDrive and more. Techright (2017) confirmed
that Microsoft as one of the most cooperative software companies because they provided
NSA with a backdoor to their operating systems.
The third way how the private internet and telecommunications companies
cooperated with the Government NSA surveillance programs was when the NSA hacked
the companies’ network while the companies provided little or no resistance. MarquisBoire, Greenwald, and Lee (2015) reported that the NSA has a powerful tool of mass
surveillance called XKEYSCORE program used on Google to track email addresses,
internet searches, documents, usernames. and passwords. Simpson and Brown (2013)
reported that NSA uses Facebook and other social media profiles to create maps of social
connections, while Leswing (2016) confirmed how the NSA used the Prism Program to
hack a New Zealand pro-democracy advocate named Tony Fullman.
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However, it is pertinent to state that the theme of individual liberty does not
explain why the private internet and telecommunications companies cooperate in with the
NSA surveillance program activities, nor did it explain how the private Internet and
telecommunications companies cooperate with the Government NSA surveillance
programs. This theme served as a discrepant case because the theme of individual liberty
answered the opposite of the research questions. Why did the private Internet and
telecommunications companies did not want to cooperate with the NSA surveillance
programs activities was answered by discovering resistance to the NSA request as code,
which later developed to a be reform as a category, which eventually resulted to
individual liberty as a theme. It posited that the private companies did not want to
cooperate by stating the importance of privacy which is needed to guarantee individual
liberty. Kavets (2013) reported Randy Milch, Verizon’s general counsel letter to
employees which stated that “Verizon continually takes steps to safeguard its privacy.”
Whittaker (2018) reported T-Mobile experienced an uptick in government data demands
in its 2017 transparency report to counter the backlash from privacy advocacy groups.
Toor (2016) reported the displeasure of Yahoo regarding the NSA surveillance programs
by asking the director of national intelligence James Clapper why they compelled the
company to scan millions of its users’ email account in a bid to protect privacy (see a
copy of the letter in Appendix A). Miller (2013) reported Google’s Director for Law
Enforcement and Information Security Richard Salgado called on the U.S government to
improve privacy laws and warns of the threat to open internet and the United States
economy. He believes that Snowden’s revelation “has gained considerable traction since
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the revelation of the Prism program,” and companies like Google “could be barred from
doing business in one of the world’s most significant markets.” Nick (2014) also reported
Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg called President Obama to express his displeasure with
the NSA after the revelations of Snowden “I’ve called President Obama to express my
frustration over the damage the government is creating for all of our future.”
However, the raw data also provided evidence of how the private internet and
telecommunications companies did not want to cooperate with the Government NSA
surveillance programs in two ways. The first way that the private companies did not want
to cooperate with the NSA surveillance programs is by challenging the legality of the
programs at the courts. Hasseldahl (2014) reported that Verizon Wireless challenged the
legality of the NSA’s phone data collection and lost (see Appendix A to see court ruling).
Nakashima (2014) reported that Sprint Corporation was the only telecommunications
company to demand the legal basis for the NSA surveillance programs before Edward
Snowden’s revelation (see the appendix for a legal challenge). A spokesman for Sprint
John Taylor said in a statement, “Sprint has a long-standing commitment to protecting
our customers’ privacy and challenge an order for customer information that we don’t
think complies with the law.” Solove (2016) reported a victory for Microsoft in a matter
that involved a warrant in searching a specific account controlled and maintained in
Ireland.
The second way how the private Internet and telecommunications companies did
not want to cooperate in the NSA surveillance programs is by openly criticizing the
extent to which the NSA executed their surveillance programs. Hudson (2013) quoted
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Google’s Executive Chairman Eric Schmidt after Snowden’s revelation and posited that
“Google does not have a ‘backdoor’ for the government to access private user data.”
Bailey (2013) reported Facebook general counsel Ted Ullyot reveal 6 months ending
Dec.31,012 the total number of user-data requests from governmental agencies in a bid to
be transparent and protect privacy. Nick (2014) reported Facebook CEO Zuckerberg
called President Obama to express his displeasure with the NSA surveillance programs
after the revelations of Snowden “I’ve called President Obama to express my frustration
over the damage the government is creating for all of our future.”
Haven explained the findings of the research to answer the research questions, the
table below provides a comprehensive picture of the themes and the answers to the
research questions. The table is not the same as two tables proposed in the proposal stage
of the dissertation in Chapter 3, as the inclusion of the raw data table in data collection
stage makes only one table necessary to capture the entire research findings. The first
column states the central research questions, and the themes discovered to answer the
research questions, while the second column states the answers to the research questions
and how the themes that were used to answer the research questions were discovered.
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Table 3
Research Findings
Why did the
private
companies
participate in
the NSA
surveillance
programs?

How did the
private
companies
participate in
the NSA
surveillance
programs?

1.The
preservation of
national
security.
2. No liability.
3. profitmaking.

1. The private
companies
directly
provided their
customers
information to
the
government.
2. The private
companies
granted the
NSA access to
their networks
in the form of
collaboration.
3. The NSA
hacks the
private
companies’
network while
the companies
provided little
or no
resistance.

The
preservation of
national
security as a
theme to why
the private
companies
participated in
the NSA
surveillance
programs.
This theme was
discovered
from the raw
data created by
the researcher.
A preliminary
code of the
willingness to
cooperate was
discovered
which led to a
final code of
collaboration,
which resulted
into the
category of the
belief in the
protection of
the country,
which
eventually
transitioned
into the theme
of national
security.

No liability
as a theme to
why the
private
companies
participated in
the NSA
surveillance
programs.

Profit- making
as a theme to
why the private
companies
participated in
the NSA
surveillance
programs.

This theme
was discovered
from the raw
data created by
the researcher.
A preliminary
code of legal
demands was
discovered
which led to a
final code of
mandated to
comply, which
resulted into
the category of
compelled to
act, and which
eventually
transitioned
into the theme
of no liability.

This theme
was discovered
from the raw
data created by
the researcher.
A preliminary
code of data
request was
discovered
which led to a
final code of
data order
processed,
which resulted
into the
category of
business
transactions,
and which
eventually
transitioned
into the theme
of profit
making.

The protection
of individual
liberty as a
theme of why
private
companies did
not want to
participate in
NSA
surveillance
programs.
This theme
was discovered
from the raw
data created by
the researcher.
A preliminary
code of
transparency
was discovered
which led to a
final code of
resistance,
which resulted
into the
category of
reform, and
which
eventually
transitioned
into the theme
of the
protection of
individual
liberty.
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Summary
The raw data created from the multiple secondary data provided adequate
information which established four themes of national security, no liability, profit
making, and individual liberty that were used to answer to the research questions. The
answers to the research question of why did the private Internet and telecommunications
companies cooperate with the NSA surveillance program activities showed with clear
evidence that the preservation of national security, the belief that these companies are not
liable for their actions, and the desire to make profit as the reasons why they cooperated
with the government NSA surveillance programs. However, the protection of individual
liberty provided a discrepant outcome when it explained that it served as a motivation to
why the private companies did not want to cooperate with the NSA surveillance
programs activities. The research question of how did the private internet and
telecommunications companies cooperate with the Government NSA surveillance
programs shows that it was done in three ways. The first way is that the private
companies directly provided the government their customers’ information in some
instances. The second way is that the private companies granted the NSA access to their
networks in the form of collaboration, while the third way is that the NSA hacked the
private companies’ network while the companies provided little or no resistance. The
findings to these central research questions are interpreted in chapter 5 to provide more
clarity to the research concern and provide an assessment to the validity of the existing
literature regarding the NSA surveillance programs.
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Chapter 5: Discussion, Conclusions, and Recommendations
Introduction
The purpose of the research was to understand how the federal government gained
compliance of the private sectors to agree to execute public policy and why the private
sector abided by the dictates of the government even if it was against their core values.
The nature of the study was qualitative to provide a better understanding of how and why
Internet and telecommunications companies provide customers’ information to the
government. The research was conducted to understand whether to include or exclude the
private sector in a holistic evaluation of public policies to determine whether the private
sector influences public policy outcome or private sector only abide by the dictates of the
government in executing public policy. The study of the private sector participation in the
NSA surveillance programs might provide insights into the relationship between the
private and public sector in public policy.
I found three reasons why the private Internet and telecommunications companies
cooperated with the NSA surveillance programs actives: the preservation of national
security, the belief that they do not have any liability because they were compelled to
participate, and because they were making a profit from the NSA surveillance programs.
However, a discrepant case revealed that the private Internet and telecommunications
companies did not want to cooperate with the NSA surveillance programs activities
because they desired to protect personal privacy to guarantee individual liberty. I also
revealed three ways how the private Internet and telecommunications companies
cooperated with the government NSA surveillance programs. The private companies
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provided their customers’ information directly to the government, they granted the NSA
access to their networks in the form of collaboration, and the NSA hacked the private
companies’ network while the companies provided little or no resistance. However, a
discrepant case revealed two ways how the private Internet and telecommunications
companies did not want to cooperate with the government NSA surveillance programs by
challenging the legality of the surveillance programs at the courts and publicly criticizing
the extent to which the NSA surveillance programs were executed.
Interpretation of the Findings
The findings confirmed and extended the existing peer-reviewed literature
described in Chapter 2. My findings confirmed existing literature on two ideological
spectrums of those who supported the NSA surveillance based on the preservation of
national security and those who opposes the NSA surveillance programs to protect
personal privacy to guarantee individual liberty. I also confirmed the negative
consequences of the NSA surveillance programs by explaining why and how the
companies were trying not to cooperate with the NSA surveillance programs to counter
the backlash the programs have generated. Moreover, I confirmed the ability of the NSA
surveillance programs to store and retrieve data when raw data produced evidence of the
capacity of the NSA to get data by stating the three ways of how the private companies
cooperated with the government NSA surveillance programs. I confirmed a rationale why
the private companies provided their customers’ information to the government to be the
immunity granted to the companies. Government immunity to the private companies
made them comply with the directive.
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The research extended knowledge to the discipline by providing comprehensive
motives to why the private Internet and telecommunications companies cooperated with
the NSA surveillance programs activities. I revealed that the preservation of national
security, the belief that the private companies do not have any liability because they were
compelled to participate, and the desire for these companies to make a profit encouraged
them to support the NSA surveillance programs. I revealed that the protection of
individual liberty was a reaction to the backlash to the revelations by Snowden regarding
the NSA surveillance programs activities. Individual liberty was meant to be the basis on
why the private companies did not want to cooperate with the NSA. I explained the
relevance of major events in determining the activities of the NSA surveillance programs.
I provided a timeline that proved that the quest for the preservation of national security
was due to the effect of 9/11 terrorists’ attacks that promoted the preservation of national
security as a motive on why the private companies cooperated with the NSA. The
revelations by Snowden in 2013 promoted the quest for the promotion of individual
liberty as a reaction to the capacity and extent of the NSA surveillance programs.
I also extended knowledge to the discipline by explaining how the private
companies cooperated with the NSA. I provided evidence on how the private companies
cooperated. The three ways of how the private companies cooperated with the NSA
surveillance programs added to the body of knowledge by providing information on the
extent and method in which NSA surveillance programs were conducted. The research
also added to the body of knowledge by providing a narrative of how the private
companies did not want to cooperate with the NSA surveillance programs, which was
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also a reaction to Snowden’s revelation. I showed the method in which the private
companies resisted the NSA by challenging the legality of the surveillance programs at
the courts and by publicly criticizing the extent to which the NSA surveillance programs
were executed.
The theoretical frameworks used for this research were the policy feedback theory
and narrative policy framework. Policy feedback theory is based on the premise that
historical political/policy precedent determines the new politics/politics of the present.
The policy commitment of the past led to the creation of FISC to curb the excesses of the
executive branch of government, which determines or impacts the operations NSA
surveillance programs of the present. A deviation from precedent not to seek warrants for
surveillance from FISA court in the United States formed the basis for the preservation of
national security as an excuse on why the NSA did not follow the historical precedent of
FISA court approval. On the other hand, some scholars believe that warrantless NSA
surveillance is an affront to privacy, which threatens individual liberty. The two
contending viewpoints resulted in two schools of thought of those who favor national
security and those who favor individual liberty. The narrative policy framework was used
to analyze the divergent views regarding the benefits/drawbacks of the NSA surveillance
programs. I used the narrative policy framework as a guide to analyze how the advocates
of the NSA surveillance programs who favors the preservation of national security to
prevent terrorists attack, and the opponents of the surveillance programs who emphasize
the need to protect privacy to guarantee individual liberty are both marketing their views
to influence public opinion. I was able to precode the themes of security and individual
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liberty at the start of the research based on existing literature and the choice of the
theoretical framework that guided the research.
Consequently, in the raw data created from multiple sources, I was also able to
identify national security and individual liberty as valid themes, in conformity with the
precoded themes that were identified using the theoretical framework. However, I found
the theme of national security as one of the reasons why the private companies
cooperated in the NSA surveillance activities, while individual liberty was revealed as a
reason why the private companies did not want to cooperate in the NSA surveillance
programs.
Policy feedback theory, which emphasizes precedent as a guide to public policy,
was also instrumental to the discovery of two more additional themes from the raw data
on why the private companies cooperated with the NSA in the surveillance programs.
The belief that the private companies do not have any liability because they were
compelled is a deviation from the precedent from seeking the approval of FISA courts,
and the excuse for cooperating with the NSA for profit making is also a deviation from
precedent. Information about how the private companies were cooperating with the NSA,
and how the private companies did not want to cooperate with the NSA, were derived
from the raw data that were used to determine the themes. The theoretical framework
used for the research provided the structure for the research that ensured that the research
stayed within the scope of the study to answer the research questions.
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Limitations of the Study
The limitations of the study were the same as envisaged because creating the raw
data from multiple sources of data was a challenge. The concentration on the private
sector participation allowed me to extract the relevant information from the aggregate
data. However, I decided to compile articles that were relevant to each company
(participant) together, with sources and dates when creating the raw data. Inferences were
drawn from the sources of information to understand why and how the NSA executed the
surveillance programs. The sourcing and compilation of data as envisaged in the proposal
stage was the same during the execution of the study. The deficiencies of the case study
approach did come to bear during the execution of the research because I could not
quantify the data collected on each company (participant), as some companies provided
more relevant information than the others. However, the case study approach provided an
in-depth understanding of the NSA surveillance programs from the private sector
perspective. I stopped reviewing here due to time constraints.
Recommendations
This research is a contemporaneous topic that produces revelations on a regular
basis, which makes the research a reservoir of knowledge about the NSA surveillance
programs. This research should be seen as a reference point for other scholars to generate
new ideas because limited investigations have been conducted regarding the NSA
surveillance programs. I recommend further studies be conducted to complement the
findings of the research that has identified the reasons why and how the private
companies cooperated with the government in the NSA surveillance programs. I
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recommend further studies due to the limitations of the research in some areas such as,
the inability to determine the major or the most important reason why the private Internet
and telecommunications companies cooperate with the NSA surveillance programs. I
recommend the following studies:
•

Further studies are recommended to understand what is the most important
reason why the private companies cooperated with the NSA surveillance
programs between the preservation of national interests, the belief that
they have no liability, and the quest for profit making for further
clarifications about the topic.

•

I recommend further studies in the area of internal operations of the
identified eight companies (participants) to determine why some
companies are willing to cooperate with the government than the others.
The investigation revealed that AT&T was more willing to cooperate with
the NSA than the other telecommunications companies, while Sprint
Corporation was the only telecommunications company that attempted to
resist the NSA before the revelations of the Edward Snowden. It is worth
investigating perhaps, the corporate vision or mission statements of these
companies to determine the extent of cooperation, whether the nature of
their businesses permit more cooperation or resistance, or the companies’
executive make up influences their corporate decisions regarding the NSA
surveillance programs.
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•

I also recommend further studies to understand how these companies
cooperated with the government. Perhaps, the nature of their businesses
determines how they cooperate, and whether the location of their
businesses also influences their cooperation because Microsoft sued the
government on the basis that their server was in another country (Ireland).

•

I recommend further study in the area of comparative analysis in the area
of surveillance between the United States and another country to be able to
understand if this cooperation between the companies (participants) and
the government is only peculiar to the United States or is universal to all
countries or multiple countries.

•

I recommend further research in the area of direct sourcing of information
regarding the NSA surveillance programs from the direct participants like,
the conduct of interviews with the executives of these organizations to be
able to elicit further information to why and how they cooperated with the
government in the NSA surveillance programs.
Implications

This research was conducted to understand private sector participation in public
policy by using NSA surveillance programs as a case study to provide insights into
private-public sector collaboration. The research was expected to provide the basis to
either include or exclude the private sector analysis in a holistic evaluation of public
policy, which might provide useful knowledge to public policy practitioners/observers
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whether to incorporate private-public analysis for a comprehensive evaluation of public
policy for better public policy performance.
The completion of the research revealed the enormous power of the government
to influence the private companies to abide by the government’s bidding which is evident
with the government’s ability to convince private companies that they are not liable when
they secretly provided their customers information to the government. The research also
revealed that the government has enormous power to coerce the private companies to
abide by its directives to achieve a public policy goal. The research also revealed the
influence of profit motivation as a factor for private companies’ involvement in public
policy. It is noteworthy to state that the government might not get the level of private
sector collaboration if they were not paid for their services in NSA surveillance
programs. The research also revealed the influence of current events to public policy
because it shapes the mood of the country which in turn influences public policy. The
9/11 terrorists attack of the year 2001 influenced the desire for the preservation of
national security, and the willingness to deviate from precedent to secure FISA warrant
for NSA surveillance programs due to the nationalistic mood of the country. While
Snowden’s revelations of the year 2013 changed the mood of the country, whereby the
consciousness for the protection of personal privacy to safeguard individual liberty was
encouraged. It is important to state that resistance to the NSA surveillance programs
accelerated when Snowden exposed the activities of the NSA surveillance programs. The
government gains compliance of the private sectors to agree to execute public policy
through the instruments of coercion, influence, and persuasion.
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The government coerced the private companies to provide their customers’
information to the NSA surveillance programs without adequate legislative and judicial
oversight. The government also used the instrument of influence to convince the private
companies to comply by stating the need to preserve national security when the mood of
the country favored more security after the 9/11 terrorist attack. The government also
used the instrument of persuasion by promising the private companies that they are not
liable to any charges regarding the NSA surveillance programs, and they also paid these
companies for their services which increases their profitability which served as a form of
inducement to cooperate.
The above analysis implies that the government has enormous power to influence
public policy to compel private companies to abide by its directives. However, it must
also be noted that the ability to compel these private companies alone cannot guarantee
compliance, but the benefit of profit motivation is also needed to gain compliance, while
the mood of the society which is influenced by current events are needed to sustain the
compliance to government’s directive. The research implies that private sector analysis is
necessary for the proper understanding of public policy because it shows the extent of
collaboration for better public performance. Governmental power and the willingness of
the government to exert such power is paramount to public policy execution, and the
interest of the private companies is also paramount to the success of public policy
execution. Societal mood possesses enormous influence to sustain public policy because
it changes the desire of private companies to collaborate with the government. The
positive social change implication for the research has shown that it is necessary to
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include private sector analysis in a comprehensive review of public policy because of the
enormous private-public sector interdependencies in public policy implementation.
The cooperation or collaboration of the private sector is contingent upon their
liability exposure to the policy, while self-interest (profit-making) is paramount for
effective cooperation or collaboration of the private sector in public policy. Private sector
cooperation or collaboration in public policy is fluid because of the influence of major
events that changes the mood of the society affects and guides the actions of the private
companies, which in turn determines if a public policy will be sustained. For public
policy practitioners/observers to thoroughly evaluate public policy, they must assess the
relationship between the private and the public sector because public policy is dependent
on both sectors for effective implementation.
Conclusion
This research was about the use of a case study approach to provide an in-depth
understanding of a particular case of why and how the Internet and the
telecommunications companies provided their customers’ information to the government
without adequate legislative and judicial oversight. The purpose of the research is to
determine how the government gained compliance of the private sector and why the
private sector abided by the dictates of the government by cooperating in the NSA
surveillance programs. The research revealed three reasons why the private companies
abided by the directive of the government in the NSA surveillance programs as the
preservation of national security, the belief that they do not have any liability because
they were compelled to participate and because they were making a profit. The research
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also provided a discrepant case of why they did not want to cooperate with the
government because of the desire to protect personal privacy in order to guarantee
individual liberty.
The research also revealed three ways how the private companies cooperated in
the NSA surveillance programs to be, they provided their customers information directly
to the government, they granted the NSA access to their networks as a form of
collaboration, and the NSA hacked the private companies’ network while they provided
little or resistance. The research also revealed two ways how the private internet and
telecommunications companies did not want to cooperate with the government in NSA
surveillance programs by challenging the legality of the surveillance programs in courts,
and by publicly criticizing the way the programs were conducted to show their
displeasures and frustrations towards the NSA surveillance programs.
Based on the above findings, the first take home message of this research is that
the private companies cooperate with the government even when it is against their core
values when they perceive that they will not be held liable for their actions. When it
serves their corporate interest (profit-making), and they change their position whenever
major events occur in line with the mood in the country because they favored national
security after the 9/11 terrorist attack, and changed position to individual liberty after the
revelations of Snowden. The second take home is that the degree to how the private
companies cooperate with the government is dependent on what is convenient to them,
perhaps they provide back door to their network based on the nature of the business.
Perhaps their internal organization’s preference/culture also determines how they provide
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customers information directly to the government or permit them to allow the
government to hack into their network. While current events determine how or how not
to cooperate with the government because changes in the mood in the country affects the
private companies’ responses to public policy. The third and final take home message is
that it is necessary to include private sector analysis in a comprehensive public policy
review because of the high level of inter-dependence, interactions and connections
between private-public sector in public policy implementation have made private sector
relevant in the public policy process.
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Appendix A: Letter of Introduction to the Identified Organization and Supporting
Documents
Name of Company
Address
Dear (Name),
My name is Gbenga Osinowo, and I am a doctoral candidate at Walden University.
I am conducting a dissertation research on how and why the internet and
telecommunications companies provide customer information to the government.

There have been numerous studies about the National Security Agency (NSA)
surveillance programs with some scholars supporting the programs to keep America
safe, and while others claim it is against individual liberty. Some researchers have
also studied the capacity of the NSA surveillance program to show that they
collected data from the private sectors, and some scholars have studied the negative
consequences of the surveillance programs to the companies. However, no research
has studied how and why these companies abided by the directive of the government
to secretly collect data of their customers without adequate legislative and judicial
oversight. Therefore, this research will provide insight into how the government
gained compliance of the private sector which might help us to understand
private/public sector collaboration in public policy.
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I at this moment request your assistance to conduct this research by helping to
identify and grant access to public documents about the NSA surveillance programs
will be greatly appreciated. I am looking forward to receiving your calls on line 678392-8792 or email at gbenga.osinowo@waldenu.edu to discuss any clarifications
regarding the proposed research.

Sincerely,
Gbenga Osinowo
Doctoral Candidate
Walden University
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